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But this business of trying to erase an eon or
two so I won't look like Mother Hen in the classroom is first, going to bankrupt me, and secondly
going to kill me.
Let's take my general appearance for instance.
At a meeting of the Chamber of Commerce,the City
Commission, or the Banana Festival Board I dressed as did my contemporaries. My skirts were midknee; my fashions were rather somber, yet not oldfashioned; my hair-do commensurate with my personality and my age; my general appearance not
striking, but not dowdy, either. At least I didn't
think so and apparently others didn't because on
some rare occasions people would say: "Jo you look
nice today."
But Oh how the worm has turned. As a matter
of fact the worm is iz1 a constant revolution now!
.The,first day of class after my return from the
Festival I dressed in my Sunday best. I worked
longer than usual on my coiffure, even my facial
make-up. "Well, you look nice old lady," I said to
myself as I left the house.
But I haven't made any more such rash statements in the past ten days.
•
I got to class, sat in the middle of the room surrounded by about 45 young people, and I decided
there and then that what I needed was a charm
school, a reducing sal,bn, a face-lifting, a hair dye
and a foundation garment that made Grandma's
corset loose-fitting by comparison.
To tell you the truth I felt like Humpty-Dumpty and looked like him too. Taking notes that first
day, and ever since, has been a lost cause. I can
hardly write a note as I look around at these twentyyear old lassies, in their trim Villager dresses, their
comfortable, shiny loafers and their hair and fingernails glowing with tender loving care.
I decided then and there that I simply had to
do something about myself.
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Well, first I bought one of those tent dresses.
The lady said it looked good on me. I took it home,
stared at myself in the mirror than dashed into my
room to hide for fear that Barnum and Bailey would
hire me for the fat lady in the circus. I returned the
dress!
Then I tried one of those straight shifts. I
brought it home, saw that it was too long (mid-knee)
and took it up about two inches. I wore it to class,
sat down, and then tried to kneel down the rest of
the day so the students wouldn't think I had on a
long blouse. I was miserable!
I came home, lengthened it again, made a mistake with the hem-line and now it's mid-calf. I'm
still miserable!
I gave up the garment kick as a lost cause, but
decided that maybe I should fix my hair differently.
I went to a local hair stylist, paid $7.50 for a swirl
that would make me look kittenish, came home and
Kathryn Lannom gave me one look and hasn't stopped laughing yet.
And justifiably so ... can you imagine me with
my hair teased to about ten times the shape of my
(Continued On Page Eight)
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Ward Plans A New State Agency To
Function As Local Government Help

Vanderbilt University:—I am really "digging
in" to the business of learning and studying, but not
without some by-products of amusement that bring
a chuckle to me with each passing day. As a matter
of fact, some evenings when I close the pages of a
text-book, turn out the light for a good night's rest,
I almost laugh out loud at the near ludicrous events
of the day just-past.

You wouldn't believe it if I told you, but most
Fulton dress shop owners know that I loathe to
shop. I'd rather take a beating than to try on clothes,
shoes, hats or anything else.
But not anymore! I've been to almost every
shop in this Green Hills Shopping District trying to
buy something that would make me look just 40
years younger than these youngsters, instead of the
75 years older that I do.
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Thus far I have conquered the transition from
being "the boss" to "the bossed." I have fallen easily
into the routine of being in class on time, of doublestepping to a building a quarter of a mile away for
another class, of reading for information instead of
pleasure, of taking notes to catalogue the facts of a
lecture, of listening for an hour on end instead of
talking hours on end.
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The News has won awards for
excellence every year it has been
submitted in Judging contests.

You can take it from me, that becoming a college student after 35 years of being a working girl,
is no simple adjustment. I contemplated this matter
many times before I accepted this Fellowship, but
dispensed the problem lightly with the determination to take the matter im stride and accept it as the
challenge that goes with the quest for kriowledge.
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TWO SECTIONS

ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

J. E. Smith

Democratic gubernatorial nominee Henry Ward's •••
plan for a new cabinet level Department of Local Government means community officials will have assistance
in improving services to the people.
The heart of his proposal concerns setting up a Department of Local Government to give city and county
officials immediate technical help on projects and programs needed in Kentucky.

THE MODERN WAY — Seed wheat is being augered into air-plane for
seeding. Pasture field on the Clem Ahvill farm was one of the sites used
for landing strips in Fulton County. Wheat is distributed by special attachment at the rate of 2 bushels per acre. A plane can seed up to 40
acres per hour. Soil Conservationist, Charles Martin says "early seeded
small grain in row cropped fields is beneficial for erosion control and if
plowed under in spring it adds organic matter. An estimated 8-10 thousand acres have been seeded in Fulton County this fall. (Photo by Chas.

"Any effort to solve a local prob:
tern should start at the local level—
it should be a grassroots initiation,"
Ward said. "But state government
should have professional teams
available for aid to any city or
county requesting it."
Ward explained how too many

local governments find themselves
handicapped in providing needed
services because they are overwhelmed with detail work when applying for funds and other assistance on specific projects.
"We have local government bodies ready and willing to undertake

Five Teen-Agers Sentenced for Thefts
And Break-ins Here For Past 6 Weeks

HENRY WARD

responsibilities which the people
have indicated they want. These officials are knowledgeable as to the
Martin-SCS)
needs of the citizens, and are symto the demands of the peoThe arrest of five Negro teen-age boys here Sunday pathetic
ple. The major hurdle is getting the
is believed to have broken up a burglary ring that com- red tape handled."
mitted at least five break-ins and thefts in the Twin Yard's definition of local government takes in school districts, serCities within the past six weeks.
vice districts, development councils,
McKinney
27;
Sept.
and
12
Sept.
Fulton
South
Arrested Suiday by
action committees,
community
Police Chief Joe Byrd and Sheriff Bros. grocery on Sept. 12, South
for libraries, water, sewer,
Visitors to the Fifth International Banana Festival Bob McCowan were: Henry Dean Fulton high school, Sept. 22, and boards
parks. planning and zoning, as well
gave it their overwhelming approval according to a sur- Minor, 13, South Fulton; John King Motor Company on Sept. 28. as direct functions of cities and
BransGeorge
Fulton;
15,
Young,
counties.
vey that was made. A questionnaire posing such questford, 16, South Fulton; Walter Lee
"Leaders involved in any of these
SHAW IN NEW ORLEANS
tions as, (1) What event did you like best? (2) What Pirtle. 16, Fulton; and Leroy Byrd,
areas can expect total cooperation
Rollin Shaw, Fulton City Manevent did you like least? and (3) What suggestion do you 17, Fulton.
from the state in making their job
is attending the International
and more beneficial to citieasier
have for a better festival? was handed out at the arts and The five were taken before Judge ager,
Dan McKinnis at Union City Mon- City Managers Association Conven- zens," he said.
crafts exhibit.
day. Minor and Pirtle were sentenc- tion in New Orleans this week.
Latest statistics indicate there are
While a few visitors came for ant, and the arts and crafts ex- ed to six months in reform school,
more than 400 federal grant proBransford received four months,
grams, administered through 21 deonly one day, the majority stayed hibits.
AT SCHOOL FOR DEAF
Most of the answers to sugges- and Byrd and Young were sentencpartments and agencies and 125
for at least two and somi stayed as
County
One student from Fulton
federal bureaus and divisions.
long as 10 days. The survey showed tions for a better Festival were ed to one year and probated.
Kentucky
the
thefts charges is enrolled this fall at
and
Entries
"For a town to figure out where
that most people came by automo- comments like "More of the same"
Deaf, Danville. Total to begin is too often so discouragbile, although some came by bus and "Keep it up." However there against the quintet included the fol- School for the
328.
is
school
the
at
ing, officials never really get the
and plane, traveling from less than was one who wanted more contests, lowing: Fulton Country Club on enrollment
another wanted more exhibits, and
job underway," Ward said.
2.5 miles to over 500.
"This is why we must help local
Most of the visitors came for a one wanted a 14.ger carnival. One
government. -This is why the probdual purpose—to attend the Festi- person voiced the sentiments of a
would
he
said
he
lem must be simplified."
val and to visit relatives and lot of people, when
Ward became concerned with to
friends. A majority of the visitors like to see Warmer weather. But the
that
was
answer
cal government problems as I
stayed with their relatives or overwhelming
"great."
was
everything
newspaperman in Paducah. He con
friends, while a few stayed in local
The suggested mailing deadlines surface rates (these go by air on tinued working in behalf of citiel
motels.
Decem—
basis)
available
space
a
announced
were
mail
and counties in the legislature, sei4
for Christmas
The most popular activities were
ing six terms.
today by Fulton Postmaster Joe ber 1.
the music fiesta, the princess pageHis background in coordination
Air mail gifts and greetings —
Treas.
domesfor
Deadlines
11.
of federal and state projects has
"It's not too early to begin plan- December
ning for the holiday season," Mr. tic military and civilian mail are: been extensive. He was assistant to
a U. S. Senator, assigned to these
Domestic Surface Mail
Tress said. "In tact, the Poet Office
Gifts to distant states — Decem- programs; he became involved in
A 30-year-old H,ckao native, Department's plans to handle the
state-federal coordination as ConPvt. Mitchell, Lynn Kemp, was rush mail have already been com- ber 4.
Greeting cards to distant states — servation Commissioner and as
killed in Vietnam last Sunday pleted. Now it is up to the public.
Highway Commissioner."
"If people mail early, the expect- December 10.
when an Army vehicle in which he
"A unit offering one central locaGifts and greeting cards to nearwas riding reportedly ran over a ed record-breaking national volume
tion for handling these specific matwell over 9 billion pieces of mail by areas — December 13.
of
mine.
land
music
of
minister
White,
Norman
ters cannot help but make life a
to be delivered during the holiday
Domestic Air Mail
at the First Baptist Church in FulKemp, a graduate of Fulton season will arrive at its destinaGifts and greeting cards — De- lot easier for our city and county
ton, tendered his resignation at the County High School in 1965, had
tion on time and without a serious cember 19. Deadlines for overseas officials, and thus more rewarding
close of the service last Sunday been in Vietnam only six weeks.
for the people they serve," Ward
hitch."
civilian mail are:
night. Mr. White announced that he
said. "The agency I propose will
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. ThomPostmaster General O'Brien noted
Overseas Surface Mail
will go to Raleigh, Tenn., as direc- as Kemp of Hickman, received
advise, not dictate. If local governthat special attention will again be
Far East — October 15.
tor of music and youth programs. word of the tragedy Monday.
ment needs the help, it will be
placed on the delivery of mail to
Other Areas — November 1.
Rev. W. A. Boston is pastor of the
there."
servicemien in Vietnam and the
Raleigh church.
Overseas Air Mail
surrounding area.
DISTINGUISHED ADVISORS
Mr. White has been in Fulton five
Remote areas of main air routes—
OPEN HOUSE
The deadlines for mail to all December 1.
Richard Myatt, Ira Armstrong,
years. He has done wonderful work
David Lipscomb College, NashForces
Armed
the
of
with the young people of the Ful- W. P. Burnette of Fulton, T. R. Wil- members
air
Areas on heavily traveled
ville, Tenn., will hold its Seventh
ton church and with the choir. He liamson, Fulton Route 4, and Judge abroad are:
routes — December 10.
Annual Open House Sunday, OctoGifts weighing more than five
is married and he and his wife are John Cruce, Cayce, have been
postage HAVE A ,MERRY CHRISTMAS — ber 15, from 2 to 5 p. m., and all
the parents of one child, a son. He awarded "Most Distinguished Ad- pounds sent by surface
patrons, former students, and other
BE READY — MAIL EARLY —
is a member of the Lions Club and visor" certificates by the Missis- rates — November 11.
Gifts five pounds or less, plus DON'T WAIT FOR THE DEAD- friends and supporters in this area
has been very active in civic af- sippi River Area Development
are invited to attend.
letters and greeting cards sent at LINES!
Council.
fairs.

"Keep It Up" Visitors Answer In
Response To Festival Questionnaire

Deadlines Announced For Christmas
Mail Going To Servicemen Overseas

Norman White
Resigns; Going
To Raleigh,Tenn.

Hickman Soldier
Killed In Vietnam

UNDER THE LOVING HANDS OF MARY BENNETT —

Serenity And Dignity Of Carr HomeMaintained,YetTransformed
With quiet dignity and grace the
Carr home, now owned by Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Bennett, sits back on its
tree-shaded lawn and gazes out at
the busy flow of activity on the
street beyond. Built just before the
turn of the century, the house still
stands sturdy and strong, unravaged by time and the elements.
Just looking at the fine old red
brick home with its white trim one
can visualize prim ladies in the
graceful long dresses of that bygone era, rocking sedately on the
wide verandah while children played, perhaps a game of croquet, in
the shade of the numerous treethat surround the house.
It is a truly lovely old home
which somehow has managed to
retain an air of peace and serenity
rare in the hurried living of the
1960's.
The house Was built in the year
1899 by W. T. Carr for his wife, the
former Kate Ligon of Union City.
At that time there were three
Carr children, Herbert, Frank, and
Mary. One daughter, Annie, had
died shortly before.
The two sons were both students
at Vanderbilt University in Nash-

The gleaming white columns and porch trim on the Bennett home lend
warmth and dignity to this stately landmark on Second Street.
ville. Impressed by the architecture
of some of the fine old homes in
Nashville, the two boys were instrumental in the type selected for the
Carr home.
Only the finest materials went in-

to the construction which, certainly
must account, in part at least, for
the excellent condition of the house
despite its almost 70 years.
Built by an architect from Paducah, a Mr. Lassiter, the house is

constructed of solid brick. All the
lumber used in the house was furnished by Pierce Cequin Lumber
Company, now out of business, but
for many years one of Fulton's
leading lumber companies.
The house could quite appropriately be called "the house of mantels" for there are nine in all, one
in each room and the front hall. All
are of a different design, and all
have different color tiles which are
still in exceptionally good condition.
The mantels, each with beveled
glass, were brought to Fulton by
train from Louisville.
The doorknobs, light fixtures, and
hinges on the cabinets throughout
the house are of solid brass.
On each window sill there is a
tiny brass plate with a number.
When the house was built, each
screen was similarly marked with
the number corresponding to the
window in which it belonged. Most
of the screens, of course, have long
ago rotted away, but the Bennetts
did find a portion of one when they
moved in.
A magnificent parquet floor with
its light and dark wood gleams in
the large entry hall, and a hand-

some oak staircase rises majestically to the second floor. Built into
the side of the staircase is a small
seat. As was typical of the period,
there is also a back staircase at the
end of the hall.
In the entry, light streams
through the colored leaded glass
windows, similar to stained glass.
All have the eternal flame symbol.
When the house was built, a carpenter put one of the windows in
upside down, and to this day the
eternal flame burns bottom side up.
The Carr home in the early 1900%;
was noted for its hospitality; there
were always guests. Camp meetings were sometimes held in old
Carr's Park, and frequently the
visiting minister would also be invited to partake of the Carr hospitality.
It was considered one of the gayest spots in town. There was always
music, for Mary Carr could play
the piano and Herbert Carr had an
excellent voice.
Before Mr. and Mrs. Bennett and
their son Follis moved into the
house this past summer, it was
completely renovated. With the
(Continued On Page Eight)
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

Strained US-Ecuadorean Relations of the Past Week
Have Brought a lot of Sadness To The Twin Cities
1Eu.

If our "people-to-people" efforts to
foster friendship and understanding
with our Banana-producing Ecuadorian neighbors has met with great success and warmth, our Nation-to-Nation
understanding with Ecuador seems to
be going in the opposite direction.
Only last week the Twin Cities
entertained 15 visiting Ecuadorian students and a number of other Ecuadorian businessmen during the Banana
Festival held here. As the "Amigos"
left to return to their native land, there
were tears in the eyes of both the
guests and their host families in this
area . .. a scene repeated from last
year, and from the year before that.
Our visiting friends from Ecuador have
been received with open arms and
hearts, and have always responded in
kind. Here in the Twin Cities we have
felt that our little program of fostering
understanding through our annual Banana Festival was making good headway in the cause of Latin-American
friendship.
Only last year, some 30 emissaries
representing the Festival spent a week
in Ecuador and were royally entertained there. Press coverage of the tour by
Quito and Guayaquil papers was nothing short of phenomenal, and a spokesman for the United Fruit Company
there called the good-will tour "one of
the finest" bits of international relations he had ever seen.
It is with considerably dismay,
then, that we find this week that "official" relations between the U. S. and
Ecuador have been strained to the
point that our Ambassador Coerr had
been asked to leave the country, and,in
fact, has returned to the States. The demand was made following a speech by
our Ambassador at a school in Guayaquil last Friday "defending the Alliance for Progress and responding to its
critics" said the UPI dispatches from
Washington.
Now it isn't within our capabilities
io assess the remarks of Mr. Coerr, as
to their relevance or timeliness, or even
their propriety, but somewhere along
the line our "official" communications
with Ecuador have failed just as badly

as our "people-to-people" program
with the ordinary folks in that country
has succeeded handsomely. We wonder
today where the fault lies; what has
generated this governmental bitterness, first in evidence at President
Johnson's Punta Del Este conference
when Ecuador alone declined to join
its neighbors in endorsing certain USespoused programs in South America,
and now erupted into major proportions. We wonder why the "Alliance
for Progress" is apparently such a dirty
word down there. We wonder why official channels cannot talk the same
language that we do. We-wonder a lot
of things.
But there is one thing we don't
wonder. We feel right sure that all of
the good folks from Quito, Guayaquil,
Loja, Ambato,and Riobamba who were
here for the Festival are still -talking
about what a good time they had here
and what nice people live in Kentucky
and Tennessee. And we rather imagine
that they, too, wish that whatever is
going on "upstairs" in government circles could be reduced to the same level
of happy friendship and understanding
as they themselves have experienced.
Ecuador is a tremendously interesting country. The plane trip through
the snow-capped Andes into Quito is an
unforgettable experience, as is the
mountainous and waterfall-lined highway down to Santo Domingo,the teeming port city of Guayaquil. To the casual traveler, there seem to exist challenges on all sides; a need for better
highways, better communications,
more industry, more productiveness,
more education, better municipal services, more tourist dollars. To a country full of such challenging projects,
we wonder why President Gomez
should be so critical of "The Alliance
for Progress and US aid in general",
as reported by the UPI. We wonder if it
is his selfishness for personal reasons,
or a badly-administered US program
down there.
Whatever it is, it has brought a lot
of sadness around here over the turn of
events.

People Not Likely To Seek Change Nunn Is Wanting
When we hear such remarks as
"Louie Nunn really hasn't started
leveling his guns at Henry Wad yet,"
or "Wait, until the campaign gets hot,
and Nunn will give Ward a real battle," we get to thinking that we may
still be waiting on election day for the
Republican candidate to develop an
issue in the current campaign for Governor of Kentucky.
It appears Louie Nunn is having
trouble finding an issue on which to
pitch his campaign.
Nunn can call for a change, but he
cannot successfully brand Ward with
inefficiency in the administration of
the State Highway Department, or the
Department of Conservation and State
Parks system. The Democratic nominee
has built a fine and undisputable record of public service.
Henry Ward is one of the most
knowledgeable, one of the most honest
and straightforward candidates for
Governor Kentucky has ever produced.
He is a skilled administrator in State
Government.
Witness the recent announcement
that Kentucky led the nation in highway contracts let for the first six
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 2e9 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Papers.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second • class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42/41
Successor of various weekly papers In Falter
the first of which was founded In 111111.
Address all mall (subscriptions, change of address. Forms 3079) to Pest Office Box 307 Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: PAS per year Ns Fulton
Hickman, 41
Counties, Ky., and Oblan and
Moakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tax.

months of 1967. Persons familiar with
operation of the Highway Department
and its vast program know that in
order to let contracts an almost unbelievable amount of planning must be
done well in advance. Projects moving
along now were planned and approved
when Ward was Commissioner of
Highways.
Kentucky's record of highway
construction in the past few years is
phenomenal and can be attributed to
Ward's resourcefulness and dedication.
True, voted bond issues for road building have made it possible, but a strong
administrator carried it through.
Henry Ward started Kentucky's
parks system on its widely expanded
program, again through voted bond
money but with positive direction in
getting the most from the tax dollar.
Henry Ward is not a candidate
with a sparkling personality or magnetism that often characterizes aspirants for public office, but he has a remarkable record of public service to
qualify him well for the post of the
State's Chief Executive.
When Nunn calls for a change, he's
asking the people of Kentucky to swap
an outstanding record for one of inexperience in State government. And
that kind of change we believe the voters will show on election day that they
don't want.
—Ky. Standard, Bardstown
GRASSROOTS OPINION
OAKFIELD, N. Y., INDEPENDENT:"Good unions don't need compulsory membership and the bad unions
don't deserve it. 19 States already have
Right to Work laws, and so will California and several other States if given
the right to vote upon the issue."

riNfi IDOEGIY CORHER
GROWING OLD

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS
THE NEWS welcomes expressions from Its readers. Suck
Items Inuit be dried but
name will be omitted from
publication II requested.

The days grow shorter, the nights grow longer;
The headstones thicken along the way;
And life grows sadder, but love grows stronger
For those who walk with us day by day.
The tear comes quicker, the laugh comes slower;
The courage is lesser to do and dare;
And the tide of joy in the heart falls lower,
And seldom covers the reefs of care.
But all true things in the world seem truer,
And the better things of earth seem best,
And friends are dearer, as friends are fewer,
And love is all as our sun dips west.
Then let us clasp hands as we walk together,
And let us speak softly in low, sweet tone,
For no man knows on the morrow whether
We two pass on - or but one alone.
— Ella Wheeler Wilcox

EDNA FERBER, American novelist, was born in Kalamazoo, Michigan, August 15, 1887. The daughter
of Jacob Charles Ferber, a storekeeper ,and Julie (Neuman) Ferber. Both her parents were Jewish,
her father born in Hungary, her
mother in Milwaukee. In her childhood they moved to Appleton. Wisc.,
where she lived through her girlhood. Her father became -blind, and
she was obliged to give up her ambition to study for the stage, and to
take a job as reporter on the Appleton Daily Cresent,4 at $3 a week.
Previously she had never thought of
writing. Her work attracted the attention of the editor of the Milwaukee Journal, who sent for her; she
continued her newspaper work
there and on the Chicago Tribune.
Meanwhile she had published a
short story in Everybody's
Magazine and written a novel
which she did not like and
threw it away Ifer mother rescued

Editors, The News:
You may think that this is all
early date to be thinkincof
mas. but we never have an opportunity to forget it, for our pativn•-.
ask about their Christmas plans a!!
year long. However, some of the
patients are beginning to tell
about the gifts that they want
Santa to bring this year, so I am
aware that it is time for me to b..
sending a Christmas reminder to
some of our friends in the community. I hope that you will be able I ,
help with our Christmas plans t.liN
year. Of course, we want our patients to have a most enjoyable holiday season.
We want each ward to be "adop!.
ed" for a Christmas party. duriiii;
the month of December. We realib ,
only too well that moat of our
church and service organization.
plan extra projects for Christmas.
but if your group or any other that
you may know would be Interest-)
in adopting a ward and helping us
to give the patients a Merry Christmas we would be very grateful if
you would contact me and diseu,s
plans with me. If your group is unable to visit the hospital at Chri!,!•
(Continued on Page Seven)

Edna Ferber is a tremendously books to enjoy.
vital person, who works hard and
SO BIG—This is the story of Seplays hard. She does her work di- lina Peake who, at nineteen, Came
rectly on the typewriter (as do to teach in Hugh Prairie, Illinois,
most authors with newspaper train- her marriage, bearing a son, being), and devotes all her mornings coming a widow and later seeing
to writing, though she never seems her dreams coming true in a neighto need seclusion or to be annoyed bor's son.
. by interruptions. When she is workaand in
it and sent it to a publisher,
SHOW BOAT—Against the color1911 it came out as her first book, ing on a book she sometimes spends ful background of the Mississippi
whirlwind
locale,
few
the
a
in
days
sucbig
first
Her
DAWN O'HARA.
River Show Boat, Edna Ferber has
cess was as the author of a series interviewing its residents and gath- woven this moving story of Magof stories, later collected in several ering impressions; on other occa- nolia Ravenal and her people.
books, about a woman traveling sions she relies entirely on memory
GREAT SON—The scene: Seattle
"salesman" named Emma Mc- or even reading, without ever hav- from village to skyscraper city; the
Chesney. She was graduated into ing seen the place. She is short, Alaskan gold fields. The time: 1851the best seller class with SO BIG, with a large head covered with 1941. The subject: four generations
in 1924, followed by two other very thick, crinkly dark hair, a paper. of the marvelous Melendys—a fronpopular novels, SHOW BOAT(made white skin, and vivid dark eyes: tier family grown rich and ill at
into a musical play, a movie, and a Her speaking voice is low and ease.
radio program) and CIMARRON. a husky, with a dramatic quality. She
CIMARRON—This is the worldis forthriEht, direct, energetic, and famous novel about Oklahoma and
story of the opening up
homa, also a big hit as a motion warm-hearted, typically of the Mid- the men and women who tamed the
picture. She has also been most dle West in her outlook.
wild frontier.
Though she knows her books have
successful as a playwright, in colGIANT—This is the story of Leslaboration with George S. Kaufman, been for the most part escapists lie and Birk Benedict on the Reata
their best known plays being DIN- stories, written in an escapists era, Ranch in Texas. This is the story
NER AT EIGHT, THE ROYAL she yet feels they contain a social of Texas today; the bigness—and
FAMILY, STAGE DOOR, and message which readers have failed the pathetic littleness—of a country
THE LAND IS BRIGHT. All of to match. She says she has never within a country.
these, except the last (1941), have written a book with which she was
Also read A PECULIAR TREASalso been filmed. Miss Ferber lives completely satisfied.
URE which is an autobiography for
Come to the Fulton Library and more information about EDNA
now in New York with her mother.
check out some of Edna Ferber's FEFBER.
She has never been married.

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock—
October 17, 1967
The Key Award, YMBC's badge of merit to a member performing outstanding community service, was
presented to Lewis Bizzle Tuesday night, when the club
met at Palestine Community House for its regular
monthly meeting. Mr. Bizzle is a valued employee of the
Malco Theatre and his record as a citizen interested in
community projects dates back even beyond his membership in the YMBC. During the war years he was a
willing worker in many war'drives for the sale of bonds,
collecting of scrap tin and paper and other conservation
projects. His most recent contribution to civic development was the erection on Lake Street of the permanent
memorial to Fulton's war dead.
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Carolyn Rose Hyland entertained with a party on
her sixth birthday last Saturday-afternoon at her home
on Holman Avenue. Games were played on the lawn.
The little hostess' mother, Mrs. J. P. Hyland, assisted by
Mrs. E. D. Keiser and Mrs. Edgar Provine, served ice
cream, decorated cup cakes and Hallowe'en candy.
Mrs. Grady Varden was hostess to the Tuesday
night bridge club at her home on Pearl Street. After several progressions, Mrs. Paul Boyd was awarded high
score prize. A lovely party plate was served to the members, Mesdames Boyd, Frank Wiggins, John Daniels,
Robert Burrow, Charles Rice, Hilliard Bugg, Lester
Newton and Miss Martha Taylor.
'Mom

The older group of the interniediate Girls Scouts
sponsored a hay-ride and Weiner roiist Friday night, inviting members from the Boy Scout Troop to be their
guests. The group left the Woman's Club at 6:30 in a
Bone's transfer truck for Union Church, where a weiner
roast and games were enjoyed.

HELLO WORLD: Mr. and Mrs. Ray CF.nts announce the birth of a son, George Daniel, born October
Charles Jackson, a native of Paris, Tenn. has pur- 11, at Haws Memorial Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Boyd Sams are the parents
chased the Coffee Shop, popular eating establishment,
of
a
son,
born October 12 at Haws Memorial Hospital.
today.
owner
announced
former
the
Jones,
from Cecil
Mr. and Mrs. John Bard, of Water Valley, announce
An addition to the distaff side of Fulton's business life
the
birth
of a daughter, Shirley Ann, October 12 at the
Jackson
Mrs.
that
public
made
was
it
is also made when
has purchased Mary's Beauty Shop at 112 Paschal Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Green, of
Street.
Crutchfield, announce
the birth of a son in Haws Memorial
Hospital on October
13.
L. L. Moss announces the purchase of The Steak
House, which will be under the management of Hugh
West State Line:
Fly. The same personnel who operated Smith's Cafe of Fulton will move Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Olive and son
to the Hillman Collier's farm this
will serve at The Steak House.
fall, where Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Griffith
now live.
Mr. and Mrs. Griffith will move to their
near Ausfarm
Miss Martha Jane Roberts, bride-elect of Bob Mc- tin Springs.
Roberts,
B.
A.
Mrs.
mother,
Knight, was honored by her
Monday evening with a buffet supper at their home on
Palestine: The annual Fulton County Poultry picnic
Jackson Street, preceding the wedding rehearsal. A de- will be held at the new community house
Wednesday,
licious two-course dinner was served.
beginning at 10 a. m. Professor Insko, of
Kentucky University, will be glad to discuss poultry
problems; also, J.
Miss Josephine Shankle honored Archie Babb on his E. Humphreys,field agent, will be present.
birthday Tuesday evening with a dinner at her home on
Pilot Oak: The Homemakers Club met
West State Line. Guests were Mr. and Mrs. William
with Mrs.
Ward, Miss Doris Winfrey, Edward Crutchfield and Mrs. Edith Yates Thursday, October 9. Ten members answered the roll call.
Lewis Shankle.
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
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Mr. and Mrs. Joel -Mathis of Akron, Ohio, arrive Friday night for
several days visit with parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Dave Mathis of this village, and other relatives in this
section.
Rev. Russell Rogers MIA his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday.
The evening worship was devoted to
singing, as announced a week ago
by your writer. The interest grows
as class and.congregational singing
is held on each second Sunday
nights. Visitors are invited.
Mrs. Grover True has improved
splendidly during the past week
and is able to be getting out again,
everyone will be glad to know.
Grant Bynum remains about the
same. He was able to be out in his
yard during the summer-like days
the past week.
Corn picking was the task of
many farmers here last week and a
good yield was reported to your
writer. Much of the grain was stored, some put on the market. . _
Mr. and Mrs, Grover True observed their 29th wedding anniversary the past week, quietly, in
the home of children, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Rickman, who prepared a
delectable meal. Among those of
the family present were Mr. arid
Mrs. Bell Farmer of St. Louis, Mrs.
Inez Vincent and Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce Vincent of near Pilot Oak.
The fall season is now showing
many beautiful colors. It will be
sad to see all leaves come tumbling
down, flowers fade and die away,
knowing that winter isn't far away,
then spring again, which everyone
will be looking forward to. These
seasons and all of us are blessed
with Mother Nature, who takes care
of that.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and sons, Mark and Stevie, of MarIn, visited parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Buton Lassiter, the past Sunday.

Angus Calves Are On
Increase In Kentucky
Kentucky farmers who raise registered Angus beef cattle helped
their breed achieve a new record
number of calf registrations in the
past 12 months, according to t. recent announcement from Glen
Bratcher, secretary of the American
Angus Association, St. Joseph, Missouri. During the organization's
fiscal year which ended September
30, registrations of purebred calves
soared above 400,000 to set a new
high mark for the black, hornless
breed. The 1967 total was 404,348,
up nearly 4 percent over 1966.
Kentucky breeders recorded 17,745 Angus calves during the 1967
fiscal year to rank seventh in the
U. S. in Angus numbers. The 'Bluegrass State also ranked seventh in
transfers of ownership as sales hit
13,280. Kentucky was sixth in new
life members with 268 and 61 youngsters in the state joined the American Angus Association as junior
members.

Happy Birthday
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tired of being

033... 9 cia:7u•I
you're tired of being just another
Sure
we all are! BUT .. at the
'number
Wonderful Woodner Hotel, from registration
to check out you enjoy an individuality so
si acre today. You're YOU ... not just
another number. We much prefer the real Ike
person to the number any day. We think you'll
like it better, too. Try it some time, won't you!!
REGENCY ROOM—For Eiicellent Cocktails, Dining, Dancing
THE BEVERLY LOUNGE

ITHRIVONDBRYOL
W

Telephone: HUdson 3-4400
Teletype: 202-965-0506

ODNER HOTEL

S4361 SIXTIENTH STRUT, NORTHWEST

WASHINGTON.D.C. 20010

W'sneErnrpsib!e
1' PUBLIC Mora:s?
The personal morality of each
of us, of course, is our own
private affair. And we have no
right to set moral standards for
th' man next door.
But there is a broader area
of morality which Is everybody's
business. For In a society where
civil order depends on moral
order, there has to be a Public
conscience. Without it. the law
could not be enforced, justice
c-uld not be administered, and
could not be preserved.
The public conscience is refle-ted In the laws we enact,
and the moral standards we observe. It is the watchdog over
the God-given rights of the indi-idual to freedom of conscience, and to the security of
his person and property. The
public conscience is, moreover,
a reflection of t Ii e individual
conscience of all people who are
c-ncerned in preserving a high
standard of moral order.
This is not an obligation to be
delegated to the police and the
courts. Nor to the church, the
schools or civic societies. For

SCATTERED PATTER
About People and Things
By Mary Louise Gossum
Well, we finally succeeded in
finding a good home for our latest
stray puppy, only to have a stray
cat turn up to take his place. One
morning while I was getting breakfast I looked out the window and
there was a big gray cat in the
backyard. I said, "Hello, Cat," and
that was my first mistake. The next
thing I knew he had leaped on the
picnic table and from there to the
kitchen window sill, where he proceeded to sit and cry all the time
we were eating breakfast, not to
mention making nose .prints on the
windows I had just washed the day
before. I finally went out and gave
him some toast scraps; he took one
small smell and turned up his nose
in disdain. When I left the kitchen
and went in the den, the cat did,
too, jumping up on the window sill
there. Eventually I left him in the
house (the last thing my husband
said before he left for work was an
admonition about nor letting the
cat in) and he followed me every
step I took until he smelled Freddie (that's our hamster). I figured
it was Freddie or the cat, so I put
the cat back out-side because Freddie had been here first and had
seniority. But the cat had been
around long enough to think he was
at home, so he's still hanging
around for his daily dole. If anyone
would like a nice full-grown male
cat, I'd be delighted to part with
this one before some of the nighborhood dogs discover I have him.

The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
October 13: John Adams, Pat
Craven, Bob Winston; October 14:
Marilyn Connaughton; October IS:
Patrick Hyland, Norman White;
October 16: Mrs. Charles McMorries, Mrs. Floyd Martin;
October 17: John Bowers, Terri
Van Doren, Mrs. Viola Toalson;
October 18: Polly Adams; October
19: Anita Sue Allen, Robert A. PeeWee Nanney and Dan Taylor
Batts, J. E. Campbell, Marilyn attended the St. Louis-Boston
World Series game in St. Louis SatLawson, Harry Reams.
urday.

Subscribe To The News

the public conscience is the concern of everyone, and it can
function effectively only with the
dedicated commitment of all
rieht-thinking people.
In these troubled and changing
times, public morality has become a problem of increasing
concern to society as a whole.
Crimes against person and property have grown to grave proportions. Moral depravity thrives
on public indifference. The public
peace is disturbed with seeming
linnunity; ebscenity flourishes in
the nome of freedom of sneech;
the disease called alcoholism
rinds en ever-growing number of

Everybody I've talked to lately
has had something to say about the
recluse spider that has been found
in 12 counties in Kentucky. I'd always figured that there was some
good in everything, but it took me
a while to figure out how there
could be some good in a spider that
took hunks out of your flesh. Then
suddenly I realized what a perfect
excuse it was for putting off fall
housecleaning. I've decided there
must be hundredi lurking in my
closets and dark corners just waiting for me—soil I wait awhile
maybe they'll die out when it gets
cold weather. Any way it's better

ith Mrs.
answer-

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Morris have
returned from a visit to their son,
Billy Mac Morris, and family in
Tullahoma, Tenn.
DEADLINE IS OCT. 19
Deadline for making application
for absentee ballots for the Nov. 7
general election is Oct. 19. Applications must be notarized and mailed
to the applicant's county clerk. The
ballots ,to be counted, must be
notarized and returned to the clerk
so that he will receive them before
the polls close at 6 p. m., standard
time, election day.

The Murray Warehousing Corporation, Incorporated, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association of
Murray, Kentucky, has purchased
the facilities of Murray Popcorn
Company for the purpose of buying,
selling, and storage of soybeans.
The new organization will have a
storage capacity of more than 100,000 bushels of soybeans.
Boone Hill, President of Murray
Warehousing Corporation said today
that the new facility was being developed to serve an increasing
need for growers of the area. Mr.
Hill further said, "It is the desire,
and has long been the aim of this
Corporation to widen its services to
members. The increasing soybean
production of the area indicated
that storage facilities were of vital
importance. We think that the new
Soybean Division of Murray Warehousing Corporation will fill that
need."
The new company will buy soybeans from the producer, sell them
on the open market and ship by rail
from its location. The facilities have
been approved by the Commodity
Credit Corporation, a prequisite for
farmers receiving support prices.
The Board has employed Wayne
Mitchell of Bernie, Missouri, as Superintendent of the new business.
Holmes Ellis, Manager of Murray Warehousing Corporation, said
that Everett Ward Outland and all
other permanent employees of Murray Popcorn Corhpany would be retained. He further stated that all
popcorn contracts held by Murray
Popcorn Company would be honored.
The officers of Murray Warehousing Corporation in addition to Mr.
Hill and Mr. Ellis are: E. E. Shanklin, Dresden, Tennessee, Vice-President; Charles E. Wright, Fulton,
Kentucky; Crate Boyd, Boaz, Kentucky, and Sherwood Pitts, Farmington, Kentucky, all directors._

Marching Bands
Will Compete At
Murray Saturday
The First State High School
Marching Band Contest-Festival will
be held at Cutchin Stadium at Murray State University, beginning at
p. m., Saturday, the 14th of October.
This contest is under the auspices
of the Contest-Festival Commission
of the Kentucky Music Educator's
Association and is open to any affiliated High School Band in Kentucky. Similar contests are being
held this year at Bowling Green and
Morehead.
The 'Murray Region will bring
outstanding High School Bands
from Paducah, Dawson Springs,
Providence, Trigg County, Henderson City, Henderson Co., Caldwell
Co., Madisonville, East Hardin,
Hopkinsville, and Eastern High
School of Jefferson County.

Tobacco Festival On
In Russellville
The eleventh annual Logan County Tobacco Festival will be in Russellville, October 11-14.
The harvest festival is sponsored
by the Russellville-Logan County
Chamber of Commerce.
Big Show entries of large or unusual farm produce, vegetables,
and flowers, will be on display
Wednesday through Saturday on the
Square.
On Friday afternoon there will be
a tobacco show, Colonial Tea, and
a State -Historical Marker will be
unveiled and dedicated.
Saturday morning's parade, to
begin at 10:30 CDT, will include
marching bards, floats, antique
cars, ard numerous other units.
The Tobacco Bowl football game
between Russellville and Glasgow
will be at 2 p. m. CDT,Saturday at
Rhea Stadium.
Theme for the Festival is "175th
Anniversary of Logan County and
Kentucky".

UK's Football Squad
The best offense could be a good
defense, when you have Nat Northington at cornerback.
That observation by a University
of Kentucky assistant coach at the
end of spring football practice was
echoed by many persons who saw
the elusive sophomore from Louisville in action.
Each scrimmage, Northington,
an offensive star at Thomas Jefferson High School in Louisville,
pulled off some type of big. play.
One scrimmage, he returned a
punt 70 yards; the next he ran one
back 86 yards. As an encore, he intercepted a pass and returned 95
yards for a touchdown.
His deceptive, effortless stride
was described as "like a race
horse" by defensive backfield coach
Leon Fuller, as "more like an antelope" by head coach Charlie Bradshaw and as "like water" by sophomore quarterback Stan Forston.
Northington isn't sure how fast
he runs, but his high school coach
said he went 40 yards in 4.8 seconds
in full uniform.
Bradshaw sain Northington also
has quickness which enables him
to recover quickly when covering a
pass pattern.
He could be an answer to a problem—covering the flats—which has
plagued Wildcats pass defenders in

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
lat,hen Carprttnti
—Jim Martin Paints

the past.
Northington found defense a little different from the ball-carrying
role which was his lot in high school
and on the ITK frosh team.
He was second in rushing on last
year's Kitten team with 33 carries
for 197 yards, an average of ail
yards a try. His best was a 41.
yard touchdown run against Vii'
ginia Tech.
He led the UK frosh in kickoff no
turns, carrying six for 111 yards, an
average of 18.5 yards.
Northington easily adapted to defense, however, and reports, "I
like it; it's lots of fun."
After a summer of classes and
recreational work—most umpiring
and supervising kids baseball programs—he headed home for two
weeks, where he worked out each
day at Thomas Jefferson, before
reporting back to the Wildcat camp.
FIRST GAS-LIGHTED CITY
Louisville, in 1840, became the first
city in the America West to acquire
gas lights.

TV
SERVICE REPAIRS
Antennas Installed

ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643

2.6

If you're going
to ride with
someone for 4
years pick a
safe driver.
Too far to the left ... or too far to the right
...and you'll soon be in trouble. Why
take a chance? Let's keep on the
road to a stronger, more prosperous
Kentucky by electing
Henry Ward.

INTERSTATE SAVING LIVES

NI. ICC-i

ZIP

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
KENTUCKY STATE COUNCIL
RELIGIOUS INFORMATION BUREAU
P. 0. Box No. 20222 Louisville, Kentucky 40220

My sons think their mother is old:
fashioned because she likes to know
where they are and what time they
get in at night, and if that makes
you old fashioned, then I -plead
guilty. So when No. 1 son, who's a
senior in. high school, said he was
going to a party after the Homecoming dance, I didn't think I would
survive the late hours, but I did.
But, gosh, I sure hate to think what
it will be like five years from now
when No. 2 son gets to be a senior
and I'm five years older. I think
by then I 'Telly won't be able to
survive.

Hide away in a luxurious chalet on our
12 acres ... adjacent to the Municipal
Airport. There's tennis and shuffle board
courts and a swimming pool. You'll love
your "honcyroom", complete with patio
or balcony, gift bottle of champagne
and snack in your room. Munch a complimentary brunch for two ... and take
your actual registration card and a room
key as souvenirs when you leave. Yours
for just $24.50 a night.

4DDRESS
STATE

Pretty Tina Jolley, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Jolley, was
crowned Homecoming Queen before
a large crowd of spectators at the
Fulton-North
Marshall football
game Saturday night. Her attendants were Betty Tucker, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Tucker; Becky
Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wick Smith; and Carolyn Allen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Allen. It was a colorful ceremony,
with the queen being crowned by
Eddie G. Williamson.

THE
HILTON INN
IS A
- HONEYMOON
HWE-AWAY!

FREE—Mail Coupon Today!

CITY ..

I was out at Mr. and Mrs. Jubie
Henderson's house the other day,
and they have found two that they
think are the "fiddler" spider. One
was dead and the other was alive in
a jar. I took one look, and I'm inclined to agree with the Hendersons
that they have, indeed, discovered
the recluse spider in their home.
It's not a very pleasant thought to
think that we may all have them.

!1St. Louis...

NAME

try picnic
dnesday,
cky Unis; also, J.

than no excuse at all.

There are still honest people in
Mrs. Carl Stith of Falmouth, Ken- the world today, and an incident
tucky is visiting her son, Bill Fos- which occurred Friday afternoon
proves my point. No. 1 son, who is
sett, and family.
as forgetful as his mother, was at
Nancy Adams Huddleston, dau- one of the local car-wash places
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Tillman getting his car ready for the big
Adams, and Fulton's claim to TV Homecoming game and dance. He
fame, has something like eight or took out some things that were in
ten singing commercials out this the back seat in order to clean the
fall. You can hardly turn on your inside, and later in his hurry forgot
television set without hearing that to put back in the car a big packfamiliar voice. Among the commer- age I had ready to mail, a sidewalk
cials she has this year are ones for edger, and his brother's school picrodge, Standard Oil, RC Cola, and tures. Some time later, when we
Parker Games. When Florence had gone to the game, a young
Ballesteros of Ecuador was here. couple who had seen him drive off
for the Banana Festival she said and leave everything brought it all
that she hears Nancy quite often and left it with my neighbor bedown there. I would say that -cause we weren't at home. (They
Nancy's commercials are really knew where to bring it because our
return address was on the packgetting around.
age.) I don't know who the young
couple was, but they have my
Nancy's brother, Barry, is getting gratitude, and just in case they
around, too, but not in quite the read this I would like very much
same way. Barry recently com- to say "thank you."
pleted basic training at Ft. Campbell and has been assigned to the
Tom Nanney, Randall Roper and
Army-Navy School of Music. His Ronnie Bennett, students at Murray
address is:
State University, spent the weekPvt. Barry T. Adams RA 12924225 end in 'Fulton with their parents.
U. S. Army Element School of
Ladies from the Fulton Country
Music
Club were guests at the Paris,
U. S. Naval Amphibious Base
Norfolk, "Little Creek", Virginia Tennessee, Ladies Day Friday. Betty Vowel, of Fulton, was medalist
of the day with a 41. Other ball
Mr. and Mrs. James Green at- v :nners from Fulton were Nell
tended the Murray State University Newton, Virginia Rogers, and AlHomecoming at Murray Saturday. berta Green.

If you agree that public morality is everybody's business ...
if you want to restore and rebuild the moral values that are
essential to the welfare of our
society—write today for a cony
of our new pocket-size pamphlet
entitled "Public Morality — Our
Common Concern." We'll send
it free and without obligation.
Nobody will call on you. Just
ask for Pamphlet KC-7.

Neese sena me Free Pamphlet entitled:
"Public Morality—Ow Common Concern..

Popcorn Company Page 3 The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 12, 1961
At Murray Sold; WILDCAT BACKGROUND
Will Store Beans
BRIEFS

The News Reports ...

Adjacent to
Municipal Airport
on Interstate 70

'A' CALL 314-426-5500
or write for Honeymoon Brochure, or for ad
vance, private reservations. Hilton Inn, P.O.
Box 6127 Lambert Field Branch. St Louis.

With the 733-mile Interstate highway network in Kentucky about
one-half complete, it already is saving more than 50 Dves a year, the
Kentucky Department of Highways
estimates.

Elect HENRY WARD
Sound Builder for Kentucky

X-RAY UNITS REGISTERED
The Kentucky Department of
Health initiated a program in 1961
to register all X-ray units in the
state.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

Paid for by Kentuckians for Ward, Foster Ockarman, Ctelrman,
Rebut(vans, Treasurer, Sheraton Hotel, Louisville.

t

Local B&PW Club Will Observe Baby Found In
National Business Women's Week Cornfield After
19-Hour Search

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 12, 1967

Music Department Meets At Pigue
Home With Covered Dish Dinner
Mrs. M. T. CalThe Music Department of the Fut- Mrs. Ronald Laird,
Kitterman, Mrs.
on Woman's Club held its first liham, Mrs. W. W.
H. B. Houston,
lieeting of the year Tuesday night, J. C. Hancock, Mrs.
Mrs. Clyde
ktober 10, in the home of Mrs. Mrs. Crawford Kennedy,
Benedict,
Bertes J. Pigue, with a covered Briggs, Mrs. Edward
Mrs. Charles Burrow and Miss
dish dinner.
Louise Galloway.
Following the delectable dinner
Hostesses for the evening were:
and a social hour, a short business Mrs. Robert Morgan, Mrs. B. J.
meeting was conducted by the presPigue, Mrs. Charles Gregory and OFFICERS OF THE KENTUCKY 4-H CLUB organization for 1967-68 are
ident, Mrs. Hugh Pigue.
Mrs. Hugh Pigue.
bake
the
for
made
were
(left to right) Billy R. Cole, 19, Warren county, president; Fran Owen,
Plans
Club,
Woman's
General
the
of
sale
17, Breckinridge county, secretary; and Marshall Galloway, 17, Graves
to flle held in the Fulton and City
county, vice president. These three, elected by the 4-Hers attending
National Banks on Saturday, Octostate 4-H Leadership Conference at the University of Kentucky this sumber 28. Foods to be contributed by
club members are home-made and
mer, represent Kentucky's 85,000 4-H Club members at various state
include pies, cakes, cookies, breads,
events during the year and help plan state 4-H programs.
rolls and candies.
Announcement was made of the
annual First District meeting of the
Miss Ina Dee Barnard of Fulton
Kentucky Federation, which will be
of Virgil Lynn Craven,.
held in Broadway Methodist Church is the bride
Fulton. The wedding was
at Paducah on October 26, with the also of
on Sept. 16 in Illinois,
Lone Oak Junior Club as hosts. solemnized
and Mrs. Phillip Putnam
Members were urged to enter any with Mr.
FOSTER HOMES
as the couple's only atBUSY FARMERS
items they have for the arts and serving
Department of Child
State
The
crafts exhibit, which will be judged. tendants.
how
us
It is always amazing to
Mrs. Craven was graduated from
for foster homes
looking
is
Welfare
that
announced
change
Win
Whitnel
Mrs.
South Fulton High School in 1966 fast the color of soybeans
to care for from four to
enough
big
annual
Music
Civic
harvestthe Murray
and attended the University of Ten- and seem to get ready for
eight youngst-membership drive will end October nessee at Martin last year. She is ing. This area will have to have a
1.3. Much interest was manifested in presently employed at City National killing frost before many beans are
this civic endeavor. combined, but we found a few
The 4-H motto is: To make the
Bank in Fulton.
varie- be better.
Among the projects of the Music
Mr. Craven was gradi.ated from farmers harvesting the HILL
Hall
Mason
of
the
Department are the sponsoring
Fulton High School, and attended ty of soybeans in
the Beethoven Club, whose mem- Murray State College for two years. Community last week.
eighth
the
bers are pupils through
After serving with the U. S. Air
Corn seems to be standing up in
grade, and the Junior Music Club, Force, he returned to Fulton, and
fields much better this year
the
school
high
are
whose members
is presently employed by Carbo- than the past few years. The corn
and
Wilson
T.
E.
Mrs.
age students.
rundum at Hickman.
borers are present in the corn but
Mrs. Tillman Adams reported that
Parents of the bride are Mr. and the weather has cooperated much
prothe
with
pleased
,
well
they are
Mrs. Carroll Barnard of Winchester
usual. Corn pickers and
gress in getting the Beethoven Club Va., formerly of Fulton. Parents of more than
are harvesting a much
ready for a good year. Mrs. Nelson the groom are Mr. and Mrs. Virgil shelters
higher percent of the corn this year
Tripp, who sponsors the Junior Craven of Fulton.
and leaving less on the ground.
Music Club, reported that plans are
under way for their first meeting
One way to check field losses is to
and organization for the coming
check along corn rows for 133 feet
club year.
an deach ear left represents 1
bushel of corn and then to count
At the conclusion of the business
corn kernels in a 40 inch square.
meeting Mrs. Nelson Tripp, Mrs.
An average of 20 kernels per square
George Corhes, Mrs. Clyde Briggs
equals 1 bushel of shelled corn loss
and Mrs. Ronald Laird delighted the
per acre. Ear corn losses, plus
members by singing "Getting To
equals the total loss
Know You," which was the general
exhibit of artists shelled corn,
sidewalk
The
theme of the evening. This was fol- work will be held at 1st and Broad- per acre.
lowed by informal group singing, way, Paducah, from 1 p. m. till sunMAMMA COWS BAWLING
which was greatly enjoyed.
down Sunday, October 15. If rain
haplot of mamma cows are bass]
was
A
Department
Music
The
interferes the exhibit will be posting today for their calves that were
py to welcome the following as new poned one week.
sold in the Feeder Calf Sale at
members: Mrs. George Comes,
There are no rules for this free Newbern today. If you want to see
Electronics
style exhibition and each artist will
that has been made
progress
the
display his paintings on a first- the last few years in quality of our
come first-served basis and each beef cattle - all you need to do is to
will be responsible for his work just go to one of the Demonstration
The following were patients in while it is on display.
Feeder Calf Sales sponsored by the
Artists are encouraged to bring Livestock Associations of this area.
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
work materials as spectators alOctober 11th:
If you failed to get your feeder
ways enjoy watching them at work.
Newbern today a feeder
If an October breeze is blowing calves at
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
calf sale will be at Brownsville toMrs. William Greer, Mrs. Mary the Art Guild suggests that exhibi- morrow, October 11; Huntington on
Roper, S. F. Jeffress, Earl Rodgers, tors bring some clip-type clothes- October 12 and Brownsville on OctoHarold Beard, Kenneth Asbell, Mrs. pins to secure unframed water- ber 16 and October 18.
Clifford Peerey, Mrs. Margaret colors and drawings to the fence.
Conley, Willie Matthews, Mrs. J. B.
Patton, Fulton; Mrs. Milton Counce,
Paul Wade, Mrs. James Legate,
Mrs. David Wharton, South Fulton;
Mrs. Bobby Curtin, Jewell Watts,
Clinton; W. C. Pruett, Leon Jones,
Sr., Union City; Mrs. Loyd Henderson, Crutchfield; Mrs. Veneda
Moss, McConnell.
The Murray Civic Music AssociaThirty-five students from Fulton
FULTON HOSPITAL
tion membership drive is on this County are enrolled at the UniverH.
Overby,
Joan
Auto Mechanics
Miss Millie Gray,
week, and will close Saturday, Oct. sity of Kentucky, Lexington this
W. Shupe, Mrs. Mace McDade, 14. Local patrons of the Association fall.
Mrs. Lola Howard, Mrs. Ima and those interested in joining are
They are: Charles Mark Allen,
Phelps, Mrs. Stella Shuman, Ful- reminded that after Saturday the
ton; Hrs. Alva Morris, Mrs. CleIla membership for the year will be James H. Amberg, Jr., Terry Beadles, Betty Bennett, Phillip Whayne
Field, Mrs. Viola Gambit, Billie closed.
Ward, South Fulton; Mrs. Hattie
The Civic Music Group, a non- Bennett, Gerald Bradley, Jennifer
Anderson, Route 1. Fulton; Mrs. profit organization, annually brings Burcham, Robert E. Burcham,
Roann Jackson, Sam Copeland, two or three outstanding concerts Leslie Cheatham, William T. Craddock, Phyllis Crocker, Mary Grant
Ruel Fulcher, Route 2, Fulton; Joe to Murray each year.
Hickman, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs.
Application for membership or DeMyer, Jennifer Duncan, Danny
Joan Hutson, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. further information may be made Hales, Ronnie Homra, Carl Hurst,
Myrtle Fields, Route 2, Wingo; Mrs. to Mrs. James Albritten at the Philip Jeffress, .Stanley Jeffress,
Ina Lee, Clinton; Mrs. Marcella Bank of Murray or by calling Jane Ruth Johnson, Jean Ann Johnson, James Kearby, Michael Major,
Hancock, Mack Brown, Route 1, 753-6790 in Murray.
Patsy Major, Richard Major, Sara
Water Valley; Bernie Barnes, Route
Jane Poe, Suanne Marie Rogers,
2, Water Valley; M. E. Vincent,
PLEDGES FRATERNITY
Loyd Wilde, Dukedom; Mrs. Mat.
David Long has recently been ac- James Woodard Tipton, Paul Edtie Davie, Route 4, Hickman; Mrs. cepted as a pledge of Tennessee ward Tipton, James Hal Warren,
Bonnie DeWeese, Crutchfield.
Alpha of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fra- John Robert Watts, Beverly June
ternity at the University of Ten- Westbrook, Greg Williamson, ThomPrinting
nessee in Knoxville. David is the as Lynn Williamson, James Terry
son of Mr. and Mrs. William Earl Willingham, Watidell Trusty Yarbro.
Long of Pierce.

Miss Barnard
Is Bride Of
V. L. Craven

IIri

is
/
...
,.
Obion County Farm Nev

The Fulton-South Fulton Business
and Professional Women's Club will
observe National Business Women's
Week from October 15 through October 22, which is in honor of all
working women.
This week ena, October 14-15, a
number of the members will attend
the Fall Roundup at KenBar Inn.
The schedule for next week is as
follows:
Monday, publicity day.
Tuesday, visitation by members
at hospitals and rest homes.
Wednesday, attendance at prayer
meeting at church of member's
choice.
Thursday, "Dutch" luncheon
from 11:30 a. m. to 1:00 p. m. at
Park Terrace for members and
friends.
Friday, pot-luck supper and white
elephant sale at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. I. M. Jones. Bill Gray will
be the auctioneer and all members
and prospective members are invited.
Saturday, breakfast or brunch

ART- FLOWER SHOW
The annual fine arts and flower
show of the Clinton Younger Woman's club will be held Thursday,
October 19, beginning at 7:30 p. m.
in the Legion hall on West Clay
Street. Mrs. Regi Harper is chairman for the show.

Street Art Show
To Be At Paducah
For Next Sunday

An 18-month-old Negro child, lost
for 19 hours in cultivated fields
near Rutherford, was found Sunday
noon after members of the Gibson
County Civil Defense Unit had
searched throughout the night.
Dr. J. M. Moore Jr. of Trenton,
head of the Gibson County CD unit,
said this morning Victor Eskew,
son of Shirley Eskew, was found in
a corn field about a-half-mile (rein
his house.
Dr. Moore said the child was apA fire that started in the store- parently none the worse for wear,
room and spread into the attic despite Sunday's rain.
caused considerable damage early -The child was missed from his
Sunday morning to Bynum's groc- home at about.5 Saturday afternoon
ery store on Ky. 307, four miles and, after neighbors failed to locate
north of Fulton.
him, the CD unit was called out
The Fulton fire department was that night at about 7.
called to the scene around 3:00
Members of the unit first lowered
a. m. by S. E. Bynum after pass- a man into a 65-foot-deep open well
ing motorists had noted the fire and and searched through the six feet
awakened him at his home behind of water below.
the store.
Later, abou: .10 memoers fanned
out over the soybean, corn and cotton fields of the area and searched
NANCY APPOINTED
night.
Nancy DeMyer has been ap7oint- throughout the
"Apparently the child went to
ed to the State Publicity Committee
corn field because I
of the Future Homemakers of sleep in the
within SO feet
passed
personally
of
daughter
the
is
Nancy
America.
was found and didn't
Mr. and Mrs. Scott DeMyer of of where he
thing," Dr. Moore
Cayce and is a sophomore at Fulton see or hear a
said.
County High School.

Bynum's Store Is
Damaged By Fire

1). art'in,;

Skilled Hands
Some 51,000 hands are now at work—learning
new trades in Kentucky's 34 vocational-technical
schools. They belong to the 25,500 high school
age students who enrolled in the schools this year
—1,600 more than last fall.
Another 65,000 youths are enrolled in other
vocational educational courses, such as industrial
education and vocational agriculture, in comprehensive high schools
Most of the enrollment increase in the technical schools this year was made possible by the
opening of 10 new extension centers across the
state in September. Another 10 schools will open

Thirty-Five From
Fulton County
Are Attending UK

within the next two years.
Thirteen of Kentucky's vocational facilities
are State-owned area schools. These operate the
extensions. The 34 schools offer courses in 193
study areas—from woodworking to electronics—
some of which are shown here in pictures made at
the Mayo Area Vocational School at Paintsville.
When Kentucky's present $23 million building
program is completed—probably in 1969—there
will be 374 different trade, professional and business courses offered, in classrooms within easy
commuting distance of every Kentuckian.

betveeen Martin and Union City
Type-setting

Texas Across The River
And
Richard Johnson, Elke Sommer

Deadlier Than The Male
Sunday, Monday, Oct. 15-16
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
Nigel Green, Tom Nardini

Africa, Texas Style
AND
David Janssen

Warning Shot
— CLOSED —
Tuesday Wednesday

Distilled higher fo
Dee -char-barrel for smoo..hness.
The only "Mellow M. h*" Bourbon.
It's Bourbon Country's top seller.

The anatomy of
Kentuc
$1"
$4"
on.
No.lBour
s90PROOF

Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.
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SUNSET DRIVE-IN
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Oct. 12-13-14
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
Dean Martin, Joey Bishop

Dirs. Pe;

Neal Ha

.P*'^

HOSPITAL NEWS

Drive Now On For
Members In Murray
Civic Music Ass'n.

during the morning at The Derby.
Sunday, a tea in the home of
Mrs. Barnette Pigue, honoring the
Explorettes and their leader, Obera
Johnson, in appreciation of their
participation in various activities in
the twin cities.
All members are urged to take
part in these various activities.
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Deaths

"Forest Conservation" Is Theme Of
This Year's Soil Essay Contest

Senior Terry Beadles Having Tough
Competition On UK Starting Lineup

School superintendents and prinKentucky grade and high school
students will have a chance at win- cipals throughout the state have
rs. Orville Smith
noticed
ning $3,825 in U. S. Savings Bonds been sent complete details and
A red jersey denoting second Beard, a sophomore from Altoona, Bair. Bradshaw said he has
improvement with each scrimmage
in the 1967 Soil Conservation Essay reference materials for the 1967 string doesn't fit too well with Ter- Pa.
unexdied
Smith
Orville
Mrs.
Wednesdied
is shaping up well
Mrs. Pearl Cooper
competition. Contest information is ry Beadles, but the senior quarterContest.
Beard wasn't eligible for compe- and the squad
also available from county agents, back from Fulton is having a tough tition with the freshmen last season. fo:. the opener against Indiana
day, October 4, in the Fulton Hos- pectedly Wednesday night, October
Subject of this year's contest is
in
at
4,
Memphis.
Clinic
Campbell's
soil conservation district superpital.
to He has come on strong in fall prac- Sept. 23 at Bloomington.
Funeral services were held Sat- "Forest Conservation — Its Effect visors; or by writing the Public time moving Dicky Lyons back
Funeral services were held Fri,
tailback on the University of Ken- tice, but still needs more experi
Community.'
My
on
Funin
7,
Whitnel
October
urday,
Service Department, The Courierday, October 6, in Hornbeak Fun- era! Home chapel, with Rev. Henry
ence at the position. He scored on
The contest is sponsored by The Journal and The Louisville Times, tucky football team.
eral Home chapel, with Rev. J. E. Russell of Paducah and Rev.
the blue a 24-yard run Saturday.
wearing
been
has
Lyons
Louisville
The
nal,
Courier-Jour
Louisville;-Kentucky 40202,,
McMinn officiating. Burial was in
jersey of No. 1 quarterback a little
The No. 3 tailback is Tom Fee.
George Comes, pastor of the First Times and WHAS, Inc., in cooperaRock Scrings Cemetery.
more than a week now and seems a senior from Uniontown, Pa. Ile
Methodist Church in Fulton, offici- tion with the Kentucky -3ociation
widow
the
was
80,
Cooper,
•1
Mrs.
to like the position.
scored touchdowns of one and three
ating. Burial was in Greenlea of Soil and Water Conservation DisA Training Class for 4-H officers
of Allen Cooper. She was born in Cemetery.
tricts and the Kentucky Department
returned two punts for touch- yards Saturday.
He
Fulton County, the daughter of the
other touchdown in a 56-0 was held Saturday, October 7, in the.
downs of 84 and 47 yards Saturday,
Miss of Education. Last year, 74,406 stuThe
69,
Mrs.
the
former
Smith,
late William Josh and Nettie Moore Mable Lawson, was born in Scott dents entered the contest, now in its
scored ones on a 16-yard run and varsity romp was scored from the extension office at Hickman, con
ducted by Mrs. W. B. Sowell, 4-H
Elliott, and was a lifetime resident County, Ky., the daughter of the twenty-fourth year.
passed to tailback Roger Gann for three by Gann.
of the Cayce community. She was a late Mr. and Mrs. Sol Lawson. She
The writer of the essay judged
a 65-yard touchdown.
up leader, and Misses Deanne Crad
soaped
oacxneia
starting
The
dock and Catherine Wilson, are,
member of the Mount Moriah Bap- was a
Beadles, meanwhile, was throw- as follows: Lyons, quarterback;
member of the First Meth- best in the state will receive a $500
youth agents.
tist Church.
U. S. Savings Bond. Second place
Britton
Donnie
giving
and
well
to
the
ball
She
was
tailback;
admitted
ing
every
odist
Church.
Beard,
Two staunch supporters of KenSurviving are one brother, George
Those atteehang were:
'
in
on winner will receive a $200 Savings
flanker
much
Jacobs,
still
very
is
he
Joe
Memphis
and
in
indication
Clinic
Campbell's
fullback,
Elliott, and one sister, Mrs. Lucy September 23, ... after sustaining a Bond and the third place winner tucky teachers head the list of contention for the position he held
Presidents and vice presidents •
back.
who will appear Friday
Turner, both of Crutchfield, ten
will receive a $100 bond. The top speakers
and end of last
plays on defense Shirley McClellan, Arlie Dick, Tom
big
beginning
in
the
Turning
at
fractured hip in a fall,
meet.
Ma
nieces and nephews.
three winners and their parents and (Oct. 13) at the 83rd annual
season,
were linebackers Fred Conger, my Nicholson, Randy Hepler,
In addition to her husband, Orteachers will be guests of honor at ing of the First District Education
Van Meter, rissa Whitsey, Patsy Pettigrew arn:
Doug
and
Shahid
Cary
quarterback
co
Kenshine°
was
retired
Lyons
Smith,
(Smitty)
ville
the annual Farm Awards Luncheon Association at Murray State UniverBarry Sharp.
after sophomore Stan Forston of ends Doyle King and Jeff Van Note
tucky Utilities employee, she is surParnell.
Recreation - Kandy
in Louisville next February where sity.
Katzenbach.
George
tackle
and
injury
knee
a
received
Lexington
acting
vived by one daughter, Mrs. 1;eon- the prizes will be presented.
They are M. 0. Wrather,
Bradshaw said the Linda Price, Greg Griffin, Davie'
Charlie
Coach
operation.
an
two
necessitated
Texas;
which
Dallas,
of
Dr.
ard
Stapp
and
State,
Winners in each of the state's 121 president of Murray
Mrs. Clayburn Johnson died Tuesdid better than at past scrim - Walton, Beverly Cardwell, Barry
sisters, Mrs. Katherine Marlin of
executive secretary Forston, an excellent student and team
day, October 10, in the Fulton Hos- Bloomington, Ind., and Mrs. Rose soil and water conservation dis- J. M. Dodson,
'and overall looked "pretty Cardwell, Virginia Caldwell, Kathy
mages
present
was
passer,
outstanding
an
AssociaEducation
will receive a $25 U. S. Say- of the Kentucky
Mayberry and Sara Ligon.
pital, following a short illness.
good.".
against
scrimmage
bro- !rids
Saturday
two
the
at
Calif.;
of
Felton,
Christie
Secretaries, treasurers and re
bond and a wooden plaque. tion.
Funeral services were held WedHe said Beadles and Lyons both
of
out
held
be
He'll
freshmen.
Fran- togs
San
the
of
Lawson
adHarvey
and
thers,
teachers
2,500
than
More
nesday. October 11, in the Bayou cisco and William Lawson of Rock Certificates will be awarded rundid well and the offense performed porters - Carla Moreland, Deborah.
year.
this
competition
13-county
the
from
threw Curtin, Rose Price, Juli Falkoff
de Chein Cumberland Presbyterian Hill, S. C.; one granddaughter, Mrs. ners-up in each district. Certificates ministrators
Shifting of Lyons elevated Gann, more as a team. Beadles
will also be sent the writer of the First DiFtrict are expected to atgame Charlene Cox, Saundra Amos
passing
the
but
Church, with Rev. L. E. Moore and
said,
he
well,
N.
,
Larry Bitros and one great grand- best essay in each school in the tend the association's one-day con- a sophomore from Fayetteville
Henry Thomas, Sandra Marvey,
apparentBradshaw
Rev. Wayne Owens officiating.
improve.
must
the
but
daughter, Leta Bitros, both of Dal- state.
fererre. The morning general ses- C., to the tailback position,
Isbell, Debbie Castleman
Carolyn
thrown
s
interception
to
Burial, in charge of Hornbeak Funreferred
ly
reformer all-starter reluctantly
las
and Cindy Cartwright.
David
Deadline for submitting essays is sior begins at 9:30 a. m. in the
sophomore
and
eral Home, was in Camp BeaureLyons
by
Dick
to
linquished his position
—
university auditorium.
December I, 1967.
gard Cemetery.
Mrs. Johnson. 72, the former
Miss Lula Ethel Hawkins, was born
in Obion County, Tenn., the daughter of the late Gid and Cornelia Meflees Hawkins. She had lived in the
An opening meeting to discuss the
Water valley community most of feed grain situation and program
Water
her life, residing on Route 2,
alternatives for the 1968 feed grain
Valley. She was a member of the program was announced today by
Baptist Church.
Edward Jones, Chairman, AgriculIn addition to her husband, she tural Stabilization and Conservation
is survived by two daughters, Mrs. State Committee. The meeting,
Eva I.ynn McKenzie and Mrs. starting at 10:00 a. m., will be held
(Ilene Pollard, one brother, Fred in Memphis on Wednesday, October
Hawkins. and four grandchildren, 4, at the Sheraton Peabody Hotel.
all of Water Valley.
Leaders and representatives of
Farm organizations, commodity
producer groups, and trade groups
interested in feed 'grain are being
invited to come and present their
30" x /5" x 66"
Funeral service's for Neal Harper views. Anyone who is interested in
were held last Friday. October 6, the feed grain outlook and program
• Sliding glass
in Hopkins and Brown Funeral is welcome to attend.
doors
Home at Clinton, with Rev. Julian
The chairman explained that the
• Cup hooks
Warren officiating. Burial was in Memphis meeting is one of a series
Rock Springs Cemetery.
• Outlet
being held in major feed grain
Mr. Harper, 77, of Fulton Route 1, States to provide farmers and other
• Open work
the
in
3,
died on Tuesday, October
interested people an opportunity to
area
Hospital,
County
Clinton-Hickman
express their views and recommen• Exlikf storage
following an illness of several days. dations on the feed grain program
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Norah for the 1968 crop year.
below
Ilarper; one step-daughter. Mrs. W.
Representatives of the Secretary
COPPER TONE
II Cunningham of Victoria, Texas; of Agriculture will attend each
OR WHITE
three sons, James Harper of De- meeting to discuss the feed grain
troit, Cloys Harper of Chicago, and situation, review the various proAlvin Harper of Chicago; three sis- visions of the feed grain legislation-,
ters, Mrs. Iva Parrott of Fulton, and outline program alternatives
Mrs. Mary Counts and Mrs. Eva for the 1966 crop.
Brownlea of Detroit.
Actually, the situation feed grain
producers face this coming marketing year is a now one. Whereas the
feed grain carryover in 1961 was
84.7 million tons—about twice as
Funeral services for Mrs. Callie much as needed to provide reaYates were held Saturday, October sonable protection against adverse
7, in Jackson Funeral Home at weather—the carryover stocks as of
Dukedom, with Brother Glendon October 1, 1967 for the 1967-68 marWalker, minister of the Central keting year now are expected to be
Church of Christ in Fulton, officiat- in the neighborhood of 37 million
ing. Burial was in Good Springs tons.
With all 1967 feed grain producCemetery.
Mrs. Yates, 80, died in the Church tion indicated at 175.4 million tons
of Christ Nursing Home at Romeo. (including the biggest corn crop
42" Wide x 20- Deep x 72" High
Michigan, Wednesday, October 4, in history) the total supply should
2-DOOR UTILITY
See thru swing-out doors
•
following an illness of two weeks.
be about 7 percent larger than one
2"x 66"
/
36" x /51
She was born in Weakley County, year ago. Expressed another way,
• Outlet
Cup hooks
•
• White with Aqua interior
Tenn., and was a member of the on October 1, 1968, with anticipated
work area
plastic
Extended
•
Knob Creek Church of Christ. Her feeding, industrial use and exports,
2-DOOR WARDROBE
husband, Jim Yates, preceded her there will be a carryover of all feed
Utility
•
66"
x
21"
36" x
in death in 1952.
grains of 40 to 45 million tons. This
drawer
YALE LOCK
• Sahara walnut finish • Mirror
Surviving are three daughters, is considered by many to be an
"M.
Mrs. Bebb Brown of Dukedom, Mrs. adequate carryover to the following
• Room for
Ted troves and Mrs. Minnie Elliott season but not an excessive one.
pots and pans
The problem at this time, thereof Detroit; one son, 011ie James
Roberts of Route 1, Dukedom; one fore, is no longer one of surplus.
step-daughter, Mrs. Dubie Carr of Neither is it one of scarcity; rather
Route 2, Dukedom; six grandchild- it is a problem of maintaining a safe
ren, nine great grandchildren, and supply in relation to demand while
one brother, Charlie Blaylock of insuring reasonable returns to producers.
Route 1, Dukedom.
Choice of
42" x 21" x 72"
The Department wants the advice of farm leaders familiar with
WHITE
• 6 FT. TALL
the program and its purpose before
E
COPPERTON
crop
1968
the
making decisions for
• 2 SHELVES
AVOCADO
James Henry Lowe died Sunday year.
• WALNUT
Matters to be discussed at the
afternoon, October 8, in the Obion
the feed grain
GRAINED
County Hospital at Union City, fol- meeting will include
supply-demand situation; and size
lowing a long illness.
and
needed
production
• YALE LOCK
Funeral services were held Tues- of the 1968
diverted to conday, October 10, in Whitnel Funeral the acreage to be
• 44" MIRROR
to achieve that
Home chapel, with Rev. Gerald serving use in order
production under
Stow, pastor of the South Fulton desired level of
weather conditions; the
Baptist Church, and Rev. George average
at which the diverComes, pastor of the First Metho- various levels
diversion payment
dist Church in Fulton, officaiting. sion percentage,
support payment rate,
Burial was in Greenlea Cemetery. rate, price
loan rate might be estabMr. Lowe, 95, was born in Obion and the
for 1968; whether soybeans
County, the son of the late A. J. and lished
might again be substituted for feed
Hester Bates Lowe. His wife, Franand other miscellaneous
ces Stubblefield Lowe, preceded grains;
problems and decisions of importhim in death in 1951. He resided at
ance,
115 West State Line, South Fulton,
Anyone who is not able to attend
with his son, Kellie Lowe, and
Memphis meeting in person but
wife. He was a former rural mail the wishes to make a recommendawho
carrier and served as mayor of
lion may submit his ideas in writSouth Fulton for two terms and on
ing to the Secretary of Agriculture
the South Fulton City Council for a
as soon as possible but not later
number of years.
than October 10. All recommendaSurviving are two sons, Kellie
tions will be given careful study by
"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
Lowe of South Fulton and Odie Rue
FULTON, KY.
the Department. Various phases of
Lowe of Wichita, Kansas; one bro301 WALNUT STREET
the 1968 feed grain program will be
ther, Robert F. Lowe of Sterling,
announced soon, possibly in late
N. Y., fifteen grandchildren and
October.
twenty-seven great grandchildren.

Mrs. Pearl Cooper
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Training Class
Held At Hickman
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Neal Harper

Siti
DELUXE CHINA

Choice

Mrs. Callie Yates

42" SWINGLINE CHINA

s 995

42" DOUBLE SHELF
WARDROBE

J. H.(Jim) Lowe

$5195

BUY NOW & SAVE

$2
DOWN
DELIVERS

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
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Committee To Research
Staffed Welcome Centers
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B&PW Club Announces Plans To
Again Sponsor Christmas Home Tour
At the regular meeting of the
Fulton-South Fulton Business and
Professional Women's Club, held
Tuesday night at the Derby, members voted to sponsor again this
year a tour of homes decorated for
Christmas. Ramelle Pigue was
named chairman of the committee
ia charge.
The Fall Roundup, which will be
held at KenBar October 14-15, was
called to the attention of those present and a large attendance at the
roundup was urged by the president, Lorene Harding.
Reports on Banana Festival activities by the club were given, as
follows: Ramelle Pigue reported on
sale of tickets and reservations;
Sue Hurt on registration and placement of princess pageant contestants; Anna Belle Edwards on
luncheon at Mrs. Smith Atkins'
.3ome for pageant contestants,
judges, etc., and Lorene Harding
in transportation and placement
if grantees. Jo Westpheling, also a
member of the club and who is
presently at Vanderbilt University,
lid a tremendous job as chairman
if International Relations.
The Finance Committee, headed
5y Ruth Scott, announced that a
rummage sale will be held by the
club the last week end in October.
A letter was read from the Padu-

cah B&PW Club, inviting members
to attend their birthday meeting on
October 10.
Ramelle Pigue read an article
about the "fiddler" spider, which
is causing much concern in twelve
counties in Kentucky, and warned
members to be on the lookout for
this venomous spider. She also read
from an article in the latest issue
of "Business Week" about the accomplishments of Kathryn Peden,
former national president of B&PW,
presently Kentucky Commissioner
of Commerce. These items were
given as "current events", on the
agenda for each club meeting.
Preceding the meeting a delicious
dinner was served with Louise
Johnson, Frances Jones, Kellena
Holland and Amaline Homra hostesses.
NEW BOAT SLIPS
A covered boat dock with slips
for 40 craft is being built at Barren
River Reservoir State Park near
Glasgow. The dock, costing $67,000,
will have fresh water and electricity at each slip. Fifty open boat
slips are in use at the park, a new
recreation facility being developed
by the State Department of Parks.
BARGAINS ARE BEST HERE I I I

A committee to research the coming, the TRAV-LIN Colonels
feasibility of establishing manned spread the "good word" on the
information centers on limited ac- regions they represent. The groups
cess highways in Kentucky has been will be attired in the traditional
appointed within the Kentucky dress of the "Southern Colonel."
Travel Council of the Kentucky
The program will include the seChamber of Commerce.
lection of a family, or several, in
Purpose of such centers, accord- cities outside of Kentucky, to come
ing to officials of the council, to Kentucky expense-free, to parwould be to provide during the take of all offered by the state in
prime travel months in Kentucky .the way of hospitality and attracfull information to tourists and tions for tourists. The details of this
other travelers in an effort to chan- program will be forthcoming as it
nel visitors into all areas of the unfolds.
state, especially to private facilities
The council's first action in the
and some of the lesser known tour- upcoming program will be to make
ist attractions.
a study to determine one of the
Chairman of the Travel Council, twelve tourist regions in the state to
Herndon Evans. editor of the Lex- serve as the pilot region in developington Herald, appointed Dan Stew- ing the full program. The council
art of the Kentucky Utilities Com- also resolved to change its region
pany at Lexington as chairman of lineups to conform with the regionthe research committee. Appointed al concept of the Kentucky Departto the committee in addition to the ment of Public Information.
chairman were Tom Cunningham,
Committees named at the LexAshland Oil, Louisville; Roy Wine- ington meeting will be chaired by
gardner, Holiday Inn, Lexington; the following: Executive CommitNEW REST AREA BUILDING-Under construction on the southbound lane of
Warren Rosenthal, President of tee - Herndon Evans; Legislative
DepartHighway
State
six
of
fourth
the
is
County
Boone
in
Florence
near
1-75
Kentucky Restaurant Assn., Louis- Affairs - Lon Rogers, Pikeville AtCovbetween
highway
interstate
the
on
travelers
serve
will
that
buildings
ment
ville; Les Moran, executive secre- torney; Awards - Les Moran; TourCounty
are
Scott
in
operation
in
now
centers
three
the
of
Two
Berea.
ington and
tary of the Glasgow Chamber of ist Appreciation - Charles Manley,
erected
be
to
are
more
Two
County.
Boone
in
lane
northbound
and one is on the
Commerce.
executive vice president of the
in Madison County. All will be equipped with travel literature and information.
County Chamber of ComThe Travel Council, meeting in
Lexington this week, has announced m('ccc.
The council will suggest to the
"Operation TAP", Tourist Appreciation Program, to be undertaken Commonwealth that auto license
by the group as a pilot program tags in the future carry the words
during the coming year. According "Explore Kentucky" in such a posiJoe Martin, County Agent
to Herndon Evans, ICTC Chairman, tion that the county name will reUnion City, Tenn.
the TAP will be to accomplish the main on the plate. The group has
pleasure
the
on
fixed
is
attention
esvisitors
Farmers and farm
FEEDER CALF SALE WEEK
following: an educational program further resolved to urge other orthe
to
alert
be
not
may
he
hand,
at
today
were
children
pecially
for all service-type businesses con- ganizations to support this activity.
OCTOBER 9 - 13
urged to be on their guard against ever-present danger around open cerned directly with the tourist and
water.
be
hazards.
safety
easily
farm
very
could
Next week
travel industry with concentration
The danger may be greater if the on how to serve the traveling pubcalled Feeder Calf Sale Week for
Many farm operations involve
distance
some
located
is
pond
farm
feed5,500
because
Tennessee,
West
heavy machinery, handling livelic; a promotion program to high.
*f
er calves will be sold by various stock, and strenuous physical ex- from the tartne-u-4,
,Ight the tourist attractions and hos31' :litality if specinc
livestock associations in West Ten- ertion. By their nature these re- some deep wa:er 3f I! t:
communities and
covered
and
an
slopes
nanics
its
if
nessee.
quire special safety precautions.
the state as a whole; and inform
with grass and may be slippery. Kentuckians constantly of the
Obion County will be well repreStreams and water storage strucsented in the Northwest Tennessee tures may present special hazards, Having a "danger" sign, and keep- growing economic impact of the
AND
Feeder Calf Sale at Newbern on particularly where children are ing handy a boat, a length of rope, industry of tourism and travel.
Company
Tuesday, October 10, when approxi- concerned. Among these are ir- or an inflated inner-tube--or even a
Jewelry
As a part of th; TAP activity upmately 300 feeder calves will be rigation and drainage ditches, as long pole - may save a life.
will
again
to
take
the
to
road
So the watchword, is "Be careconsigned by members of the Obion well as natural streams, and farm
ful." Having a National Farm SafeCounty Livestock Association. Ap- ponds and open tanks.
ty Week just helps to stress the
proximately 1,200 feeder calves
Ponds have been installed with
will be sold in the Newbern Sale. ACP help in all States, Puerto need for practicing safety. But we
need to practice it in most farming
Obion County members of the FeedRico, and the Virgin Islands. Naer Calf Sale Committee include: tionally, ACP in recent years has operations and around farm instalACROSS
Paul Grisham, Charles Powell, shared the cost on about 50,000 to lations every day of every week.
1. Rapid
Johnnie Wall, Rufus Taylor and W. 60,000 ponds a year, for a total over
5. Crowds
T. Garrigan, Jr.
MAD ANTHONY
the years of about 2 million. Of
9. Bleat
The Livestock Association has these, 1.6 million were constructed
12. Musical
Wayne County, formed from parts
gone all out to assure buyers at the for livestock water, 300,000 were
instrument
sales that they will be.. buying storage-type erosion-control dams, of Pulaski and l'umberland coun13. Image
quality Feeder calves and replace- 100.000 were irrigation water-con- ties in 1800, was named for Gen14. Perform
15. Iota
ment heifers. A few of the rules of servation reservoirs, and about eral Anthony Wayne, Revolutionary
16. Spanish
the Feeder Calf Sales are as fol- 15,000 were for wildlife conserva- War leader and Indian fighter,
"lady"
Mad
Wayne.
as
Anthony
known
lows: (1) All calves out of BEEF tion, fish ponds, and forest fire
17. Pecan
COWS and sired by REGISTERED control.
18. Form
BULLS.(2) Each calf field inspect20. Rip
More than 125 farm ponds and SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I
ed for quality. (3) All calves prop22. Myself
have
water-storage
structures
other
CASTRAT23. Warmer
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Obion County in the
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built
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for
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ED. (4) All calves
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28. Woe!
600 lbs. GUARANTEED OPEN. (6)
30. Holy person
built
under
additional ponds were
All calves GRADED and sold in
31.1n
such programs as - the Cropland
UNIFORM LOTS.
32. Shallow di..h
Conversion Program, the Cropland
If you are unable to buy your
34. Exist
Adjustment Program And the Con- See us for- • 8. Ti ts
35. Jellied dish 44. Devoured: 49. Musical
calves at the Northwest Tennessee
servation Reserve Program.
instrument 9. Prol,il: it
slang
38. Ball game
Feeder Calf Sale at 4:00 p. m.,
Insurance
Needs
Your
Acut: n,
10.
Jewel
50.
Argon;
16.
god
Sun
40.
While these very important and
October 10 at Newbern when 1,200
52. Cut quickly 11. Certify
chem.
42. Related
calves will be sold, you might keep beneficial ACP farm ponds are conConger
19.
47. Christmas 54. Crustacean
again
in mind the other sales next week: structed for agricultural and con21. Fienf ,sh
55. Single
• 24. Knoes
56. Serf
October 9 - Hereford Steers at servation purposes, fishing, swimand
even
skating,
ming,
boating,
26. Tart
57. Pinnacle
Brownsville - October 11 - Hereford
Fulton
472-1341
29. Tree juice
58. Fresh
Heifers at Brownsville - and Oc- water skiing are often recreational
59. Bristle: bat. 31. Suitable
a
where
byproducts.
And
person's
tober 12 - Feeder Calf Sale at Hunt33. At th:s time
60. Dregs
ingdon.
35. Span:
Answers on
PROTECT NEW STORED CORN
province
36. Calm
A cleaning up of storage areas is
DOWN
SEVEN
37. Shuts
PAGE
essential in protecting the stored
39. Cut of!
1. Gaudy
corn crop. Do not store the new corn
40. Reappoint
2. Originator
crop with last year's crop which
41. Clay houses
3. Ermine
usually is insect infested. Feed out
4. Enticement 43. Thick
Don't Peekl
or move the old crop to get rid of
5. At the center 45. Mockery
48. Thread bits
6. Fragrance
these grain pests. Then thoroughly
51. Cats sound
7. Skeleton
sweep out the storage area. Final53. Vegetable
parts
ly spray the wells and floors of the
area with 5 percent DDT, 5 percent Methoxychlor, or 10 percent
Toxaphene. To mix the spray add
14 oz. of either 50 percent DDT or
50 percent Methoxychlor or 20-oz.
of Toxapheen per gallon of water.
Use one gallon of this spray mix to
cover 1,000 square feet of wall and
floor area to be sprayed. Do not get
spray on corn.
The corn can further be protected by treating it directly with premium grade Malathion or Pyrenone
insecticides as it is stored. These
treatments in no way affect the
quality or usage of the grain. Five
gallons of spray mix treats 1,000
bushels of grain. To make these
sprays, use 1 pint of the 50 percent
Malathion or 1 1-3 pints of 6 percent
Pyrethrin liquid emulsions to each
By H.1. Elmo
5 gallons of spray. Apply the sprays
with garden or other sprayers as
I'M NOT PUTTING IRE
CANT
DOD YOU STOP
they are elevated into bins. Or laySHE'S ALWAY$ FINDING
SHOULD
er spray and grain. The corn must
PRINT ON
NEAR Yot.1
‘NORI<IN 6? ENEZYFOR ME ID
SOME114ING
be shucked or shelled and well
you?
MAKING Ft
INING6 So QUIET
HAMMER!
SEE
CAN'T
514E.
Do::
sprayed for sprays to be effective.
UP'THERE y
SOWN D
ME RESTING A MNUTE!
Special wheat-bran base dusts of
these materials also are available
for control. If fumigation of grain
134
is used for insect control, storage
/
41
:.
;;9
;
areas must be air-tight. Otherwise,
fumigation is ineffective.

OBION COUNTY

Farmers, Farm Visitors Asked To
Be On Guard To Avoid Accidents

I Parts For All Electric
Shavers

Crossword Puzzle

Our man with the Armed Forces
Because boer is such a favorite with service men, we
brewers like to do all we can to keep its surroundings
right. So USBA representatives serve as adviser
members of the Armed Forces Disciplinary Control
Boards throughout the country.
These men from the USBA operate hand in hand
with service and civilian police, with malt beverage
licensees, public boards and committees: military,
civil, professional. Object: to protect those who are
underage, and to insure strict observance of the law.
We're proud of the work they do.
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P. 0. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 40222
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Planned Protection

Rice Agency

You can save up to 35% and get
the low station-to-station rate
by dialing Long Distance direct.
Next time you call Long Distance,
dial direct. Saves you up to 35%
over calling person-to-person.
Check the comparative
station-to-station rates in your phone
book, and see what we mean.
Southern Bell
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EIGHTH GOVERNOR
Kentucky's eighth Governor, Gabriel Slaughter, inaugurated 1816,
was a farmer, soldier in War of
1812, and a Virginian, who served
twice as lieutenant governor.
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• PIERCE STATION

News From Our
Boys In The

By Mrs. Charlie Lewe

SERVICE
t'SS RONQUIL — Interior Comm unications Electrician Third Class
John R. Bostick, USN, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Bostick of Rt. 1,
Water Valley, Ky., assisted in the
filming of the MGM movie "Ice
Station Zebra." He is serving
aboard the submarine USS Ronquil.
The movie stars Rock Hudson
and Ernest Borgnine and is about
a submarine which attempts to capture a downed foreign satellite at
the North Pole.
For the movie the Ronquil assumed the role of a fictitious nuclear powered submarine, the USS
Tigerfish (SSN-509).

News is scarce this week. There
is quite a lot of sickness among the
neighbors. Mrs. May Roper remains very ill in Hillview Hospital.
Relatives and friends of Jim
Lowe are sorry to hear of his death
Sunday in Obion County Hospital.
Mrs. Ben Davis has been in Jackson, Tenn., with her sister, who is
Robert Hooges, of Lansing, Mich.,
is visiting friends and relatives
here.
Mrs. Ernest Lowe was in Mayfield one day last week, shopping.
Mrs. Bill Rogers spent the week
end in Memphis with her daughter,
Mrs. Jim Campbell, and husband.
Quite a nice crowd attended
church at Johnson's Grove Sunday.
Little David Royce Greer spent
the week end with relatives in Troy.

LETTERS TO EDITOR—
(Continuod from pegs Two)

ONE FOR EVERY THOUSAND
Kentucky has fewer than 3,000
mas, you may supply the refreshments and we will give the party physicians, or a ratio of one phyfor you. Contributions of money are sician for every thousand persons,
very acceptable, for these donated the Kentucky Department of Health
funds enable me to purchase some reports.
Christmas items that are specially
requested. I usually have a long list
KENTUCKY POPULATION
of these special requests, and I
The
population of Kentucky is 3,patients
help
to
inake every effort
receive gifts that they really want. 044,600, according to the latest staMany notes are slipped under my tistics available, says the State Deoffice door or placed on my desk, partment of Health.
addressed to Dear Santa We also
need funds for canteen books, to be
KENTUCKY'S BIRTH YEAR
used for canteen treats for patients
is celebrating its 175th
Kentucky
funds.
or
family
without
anniversary of statehood this year.
We are very anxious that each of
On June 1, 1792, Kentucky became
our patients shall have Santa gifts the 15th state of the young republic.
on Christmas Eve. If you can help
us to accumulate enough gifts for STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
our 1,100 patients, it would mean a MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULAL:reat deal to someone who is un- TION.
fortunate enough to have to be in a
(Act of October 23, 1962; Section
mental hospital at Christmas. Gifts 4369, Title 39, United States Code).
as
labeled
should be wrapped and
Date of Filing, October 1, 1967.
to content, in order that we can fit
Title of Publication—Fulton Counas
much
as
the gift to the patient
ty' News.
possible. These gifts need not be exFrequency of Issue — Weekly.
for
is
thing
important
pensive. The
Location of Known Office of Pubforis
one
no
that
us to be sure
lication — 209 Commercial AveI
comes.
Christmas
gotten when
nue, Fulton, Kentucky 42041.
would like to have these gifts in my
Location of the Headquarters or
during
possible
as
early
office as
General Business Offices of the
order
in
December.
of
the month
Publishers — 209 Commercial Avethat we will have time to sort them nue, Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.
and purchase anything exfra that
Name, and Address of Publisher
WC may need. We are happy to re- — Paul Westpheling, Jr.
ceive new or used clothing throughEditor — Johanna (Mrs. Paul)
out the year. However, if you send Westpheling.
used articles or items at Christmas,
Owner — Mrs. Johanna Westplease leave them unwrapped. and pheling. — Address — The Highva• will not distribute them as lands, Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.
Christmas gifts. It is very disapKnown Bondholders, Mortagees,
pointing to open a lovely package and other Security Holders Owning
and find a used gift.
or Holding 1 Percent or More of
Most of our 42 wards have be- Total amount of bonds, mortages or
If
patients.
fifty
and
thirty
tween
other securities. — None.
you need any additional informaAVERAGE NO. COPIES
tion, please allow me to help with
EACH ISSUE DURING
your plans. You may write or call
PRECEDING 12 MONTHS
me. My telephone number is
A. Total No. Copies Printed (Net
886-4431, Extension 366.
2125
Press Run)
Cordially,
B. Paid Circulation
Charlotte Blackwelder
1. Sales Through Dealers and
Director of Volunteers
'Carriers, Street Vendors and Coun550
ter Sales
1407
2. Mail Subscribers
INDIAN ACADEMY
1957
C. Total Paid Circulation
D. Free Distribution (including
An academy to educate Indians of
the Choctaw Nation was established samples) By Mail, Carrier or Other
go
at Great Crossings in Scott County, means
E. Total Distribution (Sum of C
Kentucky, in 1825 by Colonel Rich2017
ard M. Johnson, later vice presi- and D)
F. Office Use, Left-Over, Undent of the United States.
accounted, Spoiled After
108
Printing
ANSWERS TO rd7r/Li
G. Total (Sum of E and F—
(Continued on Page Sts)
should equal net press run shown
2125
in A)
LIOMQ MROM
SINGLE ISSUE NEAREST
man nom nno
TO FILING DATE
ODOM REM CMG
Total No. Copies Printed (Net
MMO00 IMMO CR
2350
Press Run) mnanna nunmnn
Er Paid Circulation
nnnn MEM
and
1. Sales Through Dealers
urynon
Carriers, Street Vendors and Counnnnnn GERM on
715
ter Sales
Lionomn MOBUOM
1428
2. Mail Subscribers
GOMM
MEOM
no
2143
C. Total Paid Circulation
MOM 00012 MOM
D. Free Distribution (including
OMO OOMP 03CO
Samples) By Mail, Carrier or Other
Mi413 MUM MBA
155
Means
eivend ol aeassny
E. Total Distribution (Sum of C
2298
and D)
F. Office Use, Left-Over, unaccounted, Spoiled After PrintWhitnel Funeral Home ing
52
G. Total (Sum of E and F —
offers
should equal net press run shown
2350
in A)
1). Prompt, courteous •mbuI certify that the statements
memstaff
2
with
lanc• servic•
made by me above are correct and
bers on duty at all times.
complete.
NOTE: The above circulation
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
figures do not include 5,100 copies
printed
of the FULTON SHOPPER
to
weekly and distributed gratis
non-subscribers of THE NEWS.
Telephone 472-2332
Paul Westpheling, Publisher

The pioneer spirit that opened the West found spiritual sustenance
and inspiration in faith. As in coy ered wagon days, this heritage is
ours: faith can support us in every endeavor, and guide us on our
way to new horizons, to those rewarding goals we reach by doing,
and being, our best. Express your faith ... come to church.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope Tilat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Phone 472-1303

Fulton, Ky.

THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-18V1
MEM

J. B. MANESS & SONS

PURE MILK COMPANY

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

At the store or at your door

Fulton, Kentucky

Greenfield, Il!enn.

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers

Green florist supplies
Dial 479.1371

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Renal, Store"
Lake Street

Phone 472-3311

Fulton, Ky.

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets
Union City, Term.

South Fulton, Tann.

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"

—

Dukedom, Tenn.

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques

Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Private dining for 250

Hickman, Ky.

King Motor Company, Inc.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.
Kentucky Av•.,

Phone: 469-5414

Dial 472-2421

472-1362

418 Lake Street

Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.

Greenfield
Phone 235.2293

Fulton and South Fulton

Phone 206-2655

Hickman, Ky.

In Operation 66 Years

• Large Display •
'Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons'

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.

Phone 4)7-3951

Fulton

Hickman, Ky.

Greenfield Monument Works

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursiilz home. For reservation OA 472-3336
oz‘ri 309 North Parkway, Fulton.

Fulton

Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer

Phone 472-1471
111 W. State Line

Phone 479-22.71
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An Old Home Can Still Be A Beautiful Home

NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)

head, and with swirls going every which way. I got
under the shower and sair that $7.50 go down the
drain in less time than it took that nice little fellow
to put one roller in my hair.

K. M. Winston, Principal, announced this week the first sixweek honor roll at South Fulton
junior high school.
The following made All A's:
Eighth Grade: David Newton,
Dale Yates; Seventh Grade: Marilyn Lawson, Robert Burrow, Dan
Cunningham, Bill Gray, Kathy McKinney; Sixth Grade: Pam Poole,
Debra Farmer, Robin Milner, Patricia Counsell.
The following t ere given a 3.5
Standing (3 A's and 1 B, 2 A's and
2 B's, 3 A's and 1 C):

Then last Friday I made one last plunge into a
matter that I thought would make all other problems take care of themselves.
I decided to go to one of these health salons
where they guarantee that in just 30 days they will
reduce your dress size from a 14 to a 10 with no
problem at all.
So I bought myself one of those leotards. You
know, the garment that's all in one piece from neck
to toe and brings out every bulge in the battle to
look slim. I won't go into specifics as to how I looked, but you just visualize how a penny balloon
would like with a watermelon squeezed into it.
—

I had to wear the leotard, the lady said, because
I had to take a lot of exercises and I needed comfort.
Comfort my foot, after those exercises I need a
shroud. I lifted weights. I rolled over the floor kicking
and crawling like a shot rabbit. I chinned on a guillotine. I had a strap jostling my mid-riff until I felt
like a roller-coaster was backing up and going forward over me just for practice.
And then to top it off they made me pedal a stationary bicycle that, if the mileage were taken, I
would now be lounging on the beach at Waikiki.
After the exercises came the suana bath in the
sweat chamber and finally one of those Swedish
massages from a character who reminded me of a
centipede with a black-jack in each hand.
It was a mess! And I am a wreck!

Today (Monday) I felt no qualms about my
looks. I didn't feel dowdy at all. Mainly because my
back, neck, arms and legs are so sore I couldn't even
say "present" when the professor called my name,
much less rubber-neck around the room.
Actually I wasn't present. There was just a
poor old beaten up hag sitting at my desk contemplating the high price of being Grandma Moses in
the kindergarten.
RIFLE MATCH
Kentucky's famed Longriflemen
will meet challengers from Tennessee in a muzzleloading shooting
match during the Daniel Boone
Festival at Barbourville Oct. 12-14.

Six-Week Honor
Roll Announced

This imposing fireplace in the living room is one of nine in the lovely
Bennett home, each of a different design, including one in the entrance
hall. When this home was first built, these fireplaces provided all of the
heating.
ed tiles.
In the library a pair of enormous
(Continued Front Page One/
hand of an artisan, Mary re-did the sycamore bookcases, beautifully
house, yet at the same time suc- carved, almost touch the ceiling. A
ceeded in maintaining its old fash- 'huge desk, once belonging to L. O.
Bradford, sits in front of the roundioned charm.
The spacious rooms are all paint- ed windows with their curved wined, with the exception of one, a dow seat below.
light mushroom color. Most of the
The kitchen, light and airy, has
woodwork is oak except in the li- gum wainscoating. Here the floor
brary and dining room where it is a had to be partly reworked, and
beautiful sycamore.
modern appliances Lave replaced
There are heavy sliding doors the antiquated. A large pantry has
between the parlor and dining room. been made into a room for a washOn the living room side the door is er and dryer.
oak to match the woodwork, and on
The master bedroom has one of
the dining room side it is sycamore the most beautiful fireplaces in the
to match the woodwork there.
house. There are three separate
The dining room, too, has a par- beveled mirrors over the mantel
quet floor, but it does not match and small delicate shelves for holdthe deSign of the floor in the entry ing brie a brac. A portion of the
hall. A built-in china closet reaches back porch has been enclosed,
to the ceiling and covers almost making an enormous walk-in closet.
half of one wall. Oa another wall
tIpatitirs there is a wide hall
thereNia te• vydalmdrt*Adel 'With running-6e length of the house and
slim Tollic colurdris and wine color- flEihked by four large rooms, three

SERENITY AND—

This remarkable parquet (inlaid wood) floor in the dining room has been
restored to a "like new" brilliance. This is one of the breath-taking parquet expanse:.; another, in two varied designs, is found the full length
of the entrance hall.
of which ar: used for bedrooms
and the fourth as a sitting room.
The sitting room is the only room in
the house that is wall-papered, and
here the paper, a lovely ashes of
roses, matches the tiles of the fireplace. In one bedroom the tiles of
the fireplace are musually beautiful, shading from a soft light blue
to a deep dark blue.
Antiques and family heirlooms
throughout the house enhance its
beauty. In the parlor there are an
exquisite pair of lustres with long
crystal prisms. An antique desk
came from the old Paschall home
(relatives of Mr. Bennett), and a
pair of matching pedestal tables
have been in the Bennett family for
years.

In the dining room an antique
cosmetic case houses a collection of
colored antique glass, and a small
pill chest has become a danty silver chest. A tea wagon wet; made
by Mr. Bennett's uncle, Tom Fields.
A counterpane with its hundreds
of thousands of tiny stitches was
made by Mrs. Eliza White.
There are lovely marble top
tables, commodes, wash stands,
and desks every where. It is
enough to make an antique lover
green with envy, and even those
who do not care for that type furniture could not help but admire the
beauty, taste, and loving thought
that has gone into the decorating
of this gracious old home. It is a
treat just to walk through and admire it all.

Eighth Grade: Larry Gilliland,
David Holman, Larry Jamison,
Lionel McCollum, Mike Milner,
Dale Townsend; Seventh Grade:
Deborah Dedmon, Jean Douglas,
Donald Crews, Greg Rose, Philip
Wiley, Bob Winston, Carol Nabors;
Sixth._ Grade: Roger Castleman,
Richard Parham, Stephen Waldrop, Kathy Hale, Myra Atkins,
Dennis Burke, Vickie Cruce, Lionel
McCollum. Mike Milner, Dale
Townsend, Philip Wiley, Bob Winston, Carol Nabors, Sharye Owens,
Katie Malray, Lynn Brown, Gwendolyn Browder, Allen Dedmon,
Mark Robey, Dick Green, Vickie
Ferguson.
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Pass,Punt,Kick
Contest Will Be
Held Next Sunday

111.01.111

HISTORIC SETTLEMENT
Daniel Boone and James Harrod
surveyed the site and laid out the
town of Harrodsburg, Kentucky's
first permanent white settlement,
two years before the Declaration of
Independence.
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Builder's Supply, Inc.

Sunday, October 15 is the date
set for the annual Punt, Pass and
Kick Contest, sponsored by Varden
501 Walnut
Phone 472-1434
Ford Sales, and all boys, ages eight
through 13 are invited to compete Delicate and well-preserved filigree lends a romantic graciousness to
for trophies in six divisions.
archways, as shown in this hallway masterpiece.
A view of the imposing stairway from the entrance hall.
Boys who will reach their 8th
birthdays by January 1st are eligiJudging was based on station
ble to compete. A boy who will be
"housekeeping," service, safety,
14 before January 7, 1966 will NOT
personnel practices, and the dealbe eligible.
Transparent
er's participation in community afEighteen trophies will be awardPlastic
fairs.
FOR RENT: .Floor sanding ma- ed, with the top three winners in
chine and electric floor polisher. each of the six divisions each reSTORM
Herndon Evans, Lexington, chairExchange Furniture Co.
ceiving a trophy.
man cf ,Le Kentucky Travel CounWINDOW
cil, was guest speaker at the aTV ANTENNAS: We install —
Scott Boehringer of the Fulton
A Bardstown man, Joseph R. mil cation, and $200 in cash.
point-system was arranged in such wards dinner.
Trade-repair and move. Get out High School coaching staff will diHill, 39, has been a service sta- a way that no type of station—new
was named "Kentucky Service StaIS Foot
31
prices. We service all makes TV rect the contest and will be assistPlastic Shoot • Fibre MovIdino • Nails
tion dealer for 16 years. He has or old—had an
tion
Dealer
of
the
Year"
at
a
dinadvantage. "All ten
RIADY TO TACK ON
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television. ed by local coaches and Explorers
tia
been
a
dealer
for
American
HOMEMAKERS
Oil
Co.
MEET
ner in Lexington to honor the
men are excellent examples of
of Post 43.
The Fulton Homemakers will
state's 10 most outstanding dealers. for 13 years at the same location.
COMMONWEALTH Of KENTUCKY
Boys who wish to enter the com- Sense 3,000 Kentucky service sta- He is active in church and civic af- Kentucky businessmen who do an meet in the home of Mrs. Elmer
DEPARTMENT Of HIGHWAYS petition may call at the Varden
tions were eligible for the competi- fairs and has been a scoutmaster serving the needs of our state's Shaw in South Fulton today, ThursNOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Ford Sales to register. Boys must tion which ran during the summer for five years. He has four children, traveling public."
Lake Street
day, at 10:30 a. m.
Phone 472-1101
be accompanied by a parent.
three girls and a boy.
months.
Sealed bids will be received by
A junior size football will be used
In the statewide contest, judges
the Department of Highways at its by the 8-9-10 age group and the
For his efforts, Hill was presented
office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until boys 11, 12 and 13 will compete with the coveted oil industry "Oscar" traveled more than 1,000 miles by
plane and automobile to evaluate
10:00 A. M. Eastern Standard Time a regulation football.
by Jo-Ann Clark, Kentucky's repre- Hill's and the nine other area winon the 20th day of October, 1967, at
In case of rain the contest will be sentative to the Miss America ners' stations.
which time bids will be publicly held on the following Sunday.
Pageant. In addition, he and his
The judges were John M. Lewis,
opened and read for the improveBoys 7 through 13 register now wife wtin a week-long vacation to Louisville, executive vice president
ment of:
at Varden Ford Sales and compete any of more than 300 Howard JohnFULTON COUNTY,SP 38-247 The for the trophies at Memorial Field son's Motor Lodges, a new Lincoln of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce; Bill Powell, Paducah, ediRickman-Tennessee State Line (Ky. on Sunday.
Continental for use during their va- tor for the Sun-Democrat; and Mrs.
94) Road, from W. C. L. of Hick—
Connie Quinn, Frankfort, director
man to the Tennessee State Line, a
of
the
Kentucky
Division
of
Clean111111111•;111111
distance of 12,000 miles. Bituminous
Up and Beautification.
Surface.
In addition to Hill, the nine dealBid and Specimen proposals for
r.P *
a.
4
1T
ii
iitt
ers who survived brand and area
all projects are available until 9:00
elimination
to
compete
on
the
state
P. M. EASTERN STANDARD
level are:
rimE on the day preceding the bid
James H. Clan, Louisville, Ameriopening date at the Division of
can Oil Co.; Clyde T. Gillock, MunContract Controls at a cost of $2
fordville, Standard Oil Co. (Ky.);
-.1000
"-era.
each.(EXCEPT FOR PIKE COUNLuther Harris, Manchester, StandTY, BC 98-255-F, SEE SPECIAL
ard Oil Co. (Ky.); Glen Judd, AshNOTE.) Bid proposals are issued
land, Ashland Oil & Refining Co.;
mly to prequalified contractors, exEstle L. Marksberry, Florence,
cept on projects upon which the
Ot•
Gulf Oil Corp.; Carl Puckett, Jr.,
prequalification requirements have
from
Kentucky
Fulton, Standard Oil Co. (Ky.);
been waived. Remittance payable
Running Ft.
ONLY
6
YEARS
James K. Sheseley, Lexington, Ash36 wide
to the State Treasurer of Kentucky
Also in 28' and 48" widths
OLD
land Oil & Ref. Co.; Fisher Tichmust accompany request for pro90
PROOF
HEAVEN HILL, made from a 1788
enor, Owensboro, Gulf Oil Corp.;
and Seymour Wattenbarger,
time honored formula, is truly an
fi
r (GREEN
LABEL)
don, Standard Oil Co. (Ky.)
ALL-AMERICAN BOURBON ... by

Bardstown Man Winner Of Service
Station Award; Puckett In Top Ten

CLASSIFIED ADS

KIT

Fulton Hdwe. & Furn.

Time to make Your Home
WINTER-TIGHT... DRAFT-FREE

1
111

ALL-AMERIelleN BOURBON

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum eleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.

k

tradition, quality and price. Its
distinctive aroma,gentle taste and
smooth flavor make it "the BEST
'of the Great Kentucky Bourbons."
°Heaven Hill
Distilleries, Inc.
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The contest was sponsored by the
Kentucky Petroleum Council, an
oil industry trade association.
The macgin of points separating
Hill from the other contestants was
very narrow, according to Thomas
H. Maxedon, executive director of
the Council. He said that the main
factors in the contest were "how
well the dealer maintains his station's premises and how well be
operates his business."
hfazedon noted that the judging
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MURRAY, Ky. — The first
State High School Marching
Band Contest-Festival will be
held at Cutchin Stadium at Murray State University, beginning
at 6 p.m., Saturday. October 14.
The contest is under the auspices of the Contest-Festival
Commission of the Kentucky
Music Educators Association
and is open to any affiliated
high school band in Kentucky.
Similar contests are being held
this year at Bowling Green and
Morehead.
The Murray region will brini
high school bands from Paducah, Dawson Springs, Providence, Trigg County, Henderson
City,' Henderson County, Caldwell County, Madisonville, East
Hardin, Hopkinsville, and Eastern High School of Jefferson
County.

Col. Lance Booth, commanding officer of the military science department of Murray
State University will be the inspection judge. Judges for the
marching contest will be Leo
Silva, music supervisor, Olney
City Schools, Olney, Ill.; Ralph
Hale, director of bands, ChrisWin Brothers High School, Memphis, Tenn., and Howard Brown,
music supervisor, Metropolitan
School System, Nashville, Tenn.
Admission to the festival will
be 61 for adults and 50 cents
for students.

Clinton Club
To Have Fine
Arts Show
— The
CLINTON, Ky.,
mural fine arts and flower
;how of the Younger Woman's
Club will be held Thursday, Oct.
19, beginning at 7:30 p.m., in
the American Legion Hall on
West Clay St., according to an
announcement by Mrs. Regi
Harper, chairman.
Entries may be made in three
categories, art for all a g e s,
flowers, and crafts. Mrs. Collins Harper is in charge of the
first category, Mrs. H o ward
Rogers the second, and Mrs.
Wallace Shankle the third.
Mrs. Shankle also has charge
of a "historical table" as a special added attraction in cooperation with the observance of the
175th anniversary of Kentucky
statehood.
Entries may be made Wednesday, Oct. 18 from 2 to 4 p.m.
and on the day of the show from
9 a.m. to noon.
All entries must bear the
name, address, and age of the
exhibitor, and club officials said
they could not be responsibb
for the safety of entries.
Entries that have been pre.
viously shown In the show may
be exhibited again, but they will
not be Judged.

60 RAMBLER American,
straight shift
63 CHEVROLET Impala 4-deor
hardtop, automatic, local
car

63 CHEVROLET Belair, 4-door,
automatic
63 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
62 FORD 3-4 ton pickup truck;
local, clean
62 FORD Galaxie 4-door, •xtra
clean; power steering
61 PONTIAC 2-dr. hardtop, real
sharp
60 PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
60 FORD 4-door soci•n
59 OLDSMOBILE 4-door Sedan
58 FORD wagon, cle-an, local
Car

57 FORD Truck, Vi Ton
SO DODGE '2-ton with flat bod,
local truck; good old truck

WILSON MOTORS
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••••• •''''

Dial 472-3342
North bypass; Ky. side
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Sandwich Shop

WICKLIFFE, Ky., Oct. 4—
Roy L. Sharp, 44, Westvaco
engineer who carried out the
studies of the project, today was
appointed manager of the new
$90 million pulp and paper mill
of West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company now under construction on the Mississippi
River near here.
The new manager has been
associated with the paper company for 16 years.
The appointment was announced in New York by John
A. Luke, vice president and
manager of the company's fine
papers division, under whose
overall direction the mill will be
operated when it comes on
stream in the late spnng of
1970.
As project engineer of the division since the spring of 1965,
Sharp was responsible for the
studies and recommendations
that led to the decision of Westvaco's board of directors to authorize construction of the Wickliffe mill last May.
The new manager will estab-

e. & Fun.
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This popislar leofer has trivet
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ROY L SHARP
lish residence in the Wickliffe
area in about a year, Luke said,
so that he can follow the progress of the construction work
and begin establishing some of
the basic functions required as
various stages of the project are
completed.

Sharp is a member of TAPPI,
the technical association of the
paper industry, and has been
active in its affairs.

IE

A veteran ot three years in
the U.S. Air Corps from 19421945, Mr. Sharp served as a B24 pilot in Africa, Italy, France,
Germany and the Balkans. He

$499
Fulton,Ky.
472-3221

Dealer

By MARGARET ANN GENTRY
The Park City Daily News
—A
SCOTTSVILLE, Ky.
plot of ground smaller than a
football field has caused more of
a ruckus in this city of 3,500
than anything since the Civil
War.
The center of controversy Is
the town square. And those
wrestling with what to do with
it include city and county government officials, a young
Scottsville attorney, downtown
merchants, and the state Highway Department.
The Allen County Courthouse
occupied the town square from
1850 to 1965 when city and county
government offices were relocated in a new building a block
from the square.
The old courthouse building
stood vacant until last June
when it was tom down. Then,
tempers flared.
The merchants want more
parking spaces. Mayor Wilbert
Simmons and the City Council
have vetoed that
Then, because of the high cost
to raze the old courthouse, the
High way Department officials
agreed to tear down the building
and develop a park in the city's
center, as federal highways U.S.
231 and U.S. 31-E converge at
Scottsville.
So the county deeded the property over to the state for one
year with the understanding it
would be returned to the county
upon completion of the project.
Lawyer Val House Jr. said
the citizens understood the land
would be developed as a public
park "with trees, grass and,
hopefully, a fountain."
But a Highway Department
official drew up a different plan
calling instead for an intersec-

Holder of a degree in civil
engineering from Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Sharp
--joined the company at Mechan--icville, N.Y. in 1951 as a field
engineer. He moved up to foreMan of construction and maintenance and then to superintendent of the same department.
In 1956 he was promoted to plant
engineer at the Mechanicville
mill, a position he held until
the summer of 1964. He then
was tiansferred to the Luke,
Md., mill, one of the largest fine
paper operations in the world.
where he served as engineerinf
superintendent. When the company began definitive studies
for building a new mill, he became project engineer for the
Fine Papers Division, with headquarters in New York.

Phone 472-1101

Of interest to Homemakers
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Scottsville's Town Square Center Of Ruckus

Manager Is Named
For Wickliffe Mill

(offee & Pie

Ffi

FULTON. KENTUCKY

received the Air Medal with
four clusters and a Presidential
Citation. While employed at the
Mechanicville mill he was active in the Air National Guard,

FULTON, ty., Oct. 4 — Col.
Richard F. Krueger, professor
of military science at East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, Tenn., has announced
the promotion of William K.
Adams to the rank of major.
Adams recently took over the
position of MSIV instructor at
ETSU's ROTC department. He
is a graduate of Murray State
University.
Major Adams, his wife, Beverly and daughter, Jenifer Glee,
reside in Johnson City.
His wife is the former Beverly Coursey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Coursey of Fulton.

MIXED-UP TOWN SQUARE — Scottsville's
town square remains a center of argument
among merchants, city and county government officials and the state Highway DPtion of the two federal highways
in the city's center, with four
Highway Department district
engineer J. Paul Hunter did
agree to put a fountain in one
of the corners. So the city put
in water and power lines to the
poinL
park-like areas at the four corners.
"That didn't suit me...and a
few others," said House.

Fisherman's
Body Found
Near Shore
COLUMBUS, Ky., — The body
of Harold Dan Cunningham, 32,
a Columbus fisherman who disappeared last Tuesday while
fishing near the Missouri shore,
was found Saturday morning by
his brothers.
The body was discovered about
half a mile above the ferry near
where he disappeared Tuesday.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Gay Cunningham; two
sons, Kevin Van Cunningham
and Bruce Benton Cunningham;
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Cunningham of Columbia; and
four brothers, Gene Cunningham, Norris Cunningham, Larry
Cunningham, and Gary Cunningham, all of Detroit, Mich.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Chapel in
Clinton. The Rev. Boyd Burgess
and the Rev. H. M. Suthard
will officiate. Burial will be in
Salem Cemetery,

partment. The old courthouse stood here for
more than 100 years. Now the question Is
what to do with the space It left behind.

"We spent $700 on that and
now it's wasted," the mayor lamented.
House then wrote to Gov. Edward T. Breathitt; former
Highway Commissioner Henry
Ward, now candidate for governor, and Highway Commissioner
Mitchell Tinder who promised
to meet with Scottsville officials
Aug. 25.
Meantime, the merchants met
and indicated they didn't like
the proposed plan.
Ten days before the meeting,
Tinder wrote House:
"Since writing you, I have
been presented with information
which demonstrates conclusively that the Department of Highways should withdraw the plar.
for channeling the square and
routing traffic through it."
The department had decided
to "restore the area. . .and develop it as a park-like setting."
And so...the square has been
sodded, four honey locust trees
have been planted and a few
ihrubs set out. There's no fountain, but the water and power
lines are still there.
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And traffic still flows around
the square much as it did when
the courthouse stood there.
"The courthouse was there for
115 years," said House.
"You can be sure whatever is
done with the square will be
there for another hundred or so
years," he said.

Phone 472-3657
Your Business Is Appreciated — Billy Gilbert. M r.

Fulton Girl Heads
State FHA Group
-Nancy
FULTON, Ky.,
DeMyer, Fulton County sophomore and daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Scott DeMyer e the Cayce
community, has been appointed
to the state publicity committtee of the Future Homemakers
- of America.

Authentic
31-114C1COX11ES
Home Made Lasanga
Ravioli with Meat Sauce
Baked Manicotti
Chicken Breast Parmigiana
Veal Scallopine
Spaghetti with 10 different Sauces
STEAKS — CHOPS SEAFOODS

Just Every -Day Low Prices!
NO TRADE-INS NECESSARY
,2-Piece living room suite, naugahyde cover $82.50
$139.95
Hide-A-Beds
$169.95
3-Piece Cedar bedroom suite
$131.95
7-Piece Maple dinette suite
$37.50
5-Piece Dinette sets
- Seven different size and styles, Chests of drawers
_ $22.45, up
$10.95
Fancy plants, 4 Ft. 6 inches tall
$9.95
Dreamland baby bed mattress
$214.50
15.5 Cu. Ft. 2-door refrigerator _
RCA-VICTOR Television, stereo, etc.
RCA-WHIRLPOOL appliances
Large selection General Electric small appliances
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
NO MONEY DOWN, UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY,
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH,

HICKORY'S ONLY RESTAURANT
Hickory, KY. — 5 Miles North Of Mayfield
Open Wed. thru Sun. 11 a. m. to 9 p. m.
(Next to Post Office on Highway 45)

Tonight:Will You GetSeven TV Channels?
—

Former Fulton
Woman's Husband
Wins Promotion

If Not, Why Not?
Several Hundred Cable
TV Subscribers Do!

4721424 ,

vi

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, October 12, 1967

Coach. bies In
Auto-Train
Collision
.—ild
1
GREENFIELD, Tenn.—Dot
coach at Greentrainfield High School died In a
truck accident in Dresden Friday morning at 5:30.
State police said Pitt was
driving his pick-up truck when
he rammed the second car of a
slow moving freight train. A
passenger in the truck, Gene
Sims, also of Greenfield, was injured but in "good condition"
Friday night at a local hospital.
Pitt had been football coach
at the school for eight years and
had led the team to several Reelfoot Conference Championships.
He was a native of Newbern.
Pitt, 32, football

NEWS OF SELECTIVE SERVICE
Question: I am an alien physician
32 years old, admitted to this
country for permanent residence.
Am I required to register and
serve in the Armed Forces?
Answer: Yes. Under the Military Selective Service Act of 1967
any alien physician admitted on a
permanent visa Is required to
register within 6 months after
entering the U.S. and is liable for
military training and service as a
physician up to age 35.
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The Moons Celebrate
Golden Anniversary
-Mr.
FULTON, Ky.,
and Mrs. Martin C. Moon celeprated their 50th wedding anniversary Wednesday.
For the occasion they were
honored with a dinner at the
Country Kitchen near Union
City. Hosts for the event Wire
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Moon and
family

Press an animal cooky cutte,
lightly into the frosting on a
child's birthday cate, then fill
the outside with tirRed frosting
for a different decoration.

NiVeyenberg shoes really word

Question: I will be entering the
second year of law school this
fall. Will I be able to finish law
school which will require another
two years?

DRYING CORN—Floyd Roberts, agricultural agent with the
Gibson County EleCtric Membership Corp., looks over grain
drying equipment on the Charles Powell farm near South
Ftrmers this year have put in more grain drying
Fulton.

equipment than ever before but Com* Agent Joe Martin said
more is still needed to maintain a more orderly marketing
process. Throughout the county, grain bens are being filled
as the harvest season goes into full swing.

"CAREERS FOR THE 70's:" ACCOUNTING

auditor, bank examiner, member
of a trade commission, or specialist with the Internal Revenue
Service. The field is large and
the demand for skilled accountants is growing steadily.
Accounting courses at the
University of Kentucky are being
updated to prepare graduates
for any of these careers. Corporate accounting and finance
have assumed strong importance
at UK in recent years, since

Business Offers Opportunity
("Careers For The 70's" is written
for today's high school student who is
facing one of the biggest decisions of
his life: What will he be doing the
next 40 years? This series is designed
to inform him of the many choices
available to him. It is prepared by the
Public Relations staff of the University
of Kentucky).

business practices appear to require more and niore people with
this type of training.
Accounting courses include

Professional and business conditions are changing so rapidly
today that a young man or
woman attempting to decide on
a career must find it difficult
in selecting one that can lead to
a happy, progressive, and profitable occupation offering a fair
degree of security.
Aware of this dilemma, University of Kentucky faculty members are collaborating to furnish
guidelines that students may find
helpful. Assaying conditions as
they may be in the next decade,
the UK professors have coneluded that accounting is a field
University of Kentucky Professor Robert D. Haun explains the in,
promising continual developtricacies of tax accounting to students Bruce M. Watson, Saegertown,
ment.
Pa., and Barbara Sprague, Sturgis, Ky.
Recently a group of leading
business executives meeting in
Lexington indicated that accounting is the most useful knowledge to have. Additional training in corporate finance and
business management would prepare the student, they said, for
management jobs.
Accounting offers three main
— WE NOW HAVE ALL NAME BRANDS SHOES INCLUDING —
career opportunities: public, corporate, and government. Starting
College Miss Loafers
Voneli
salaries for accountants range
Dok Townsrs Loafers
from $7,000 to $8,500 a year,
De Angelo
Miss Wonderful
depending on location and the
Town & Country
Paradise Kittens
size and business of the employByron's
D'C.ardo
er. Salaries for beginners are inPersonality
Patios
creasing every year.
Cangerni Coeds'
Huth Puppies
As a Certified Public Accountant the careerist can be indeSTORE HOURS —
pendent as he handles the accounts of individuals, estates, or
MONDAYS Through THURSDAYS
le A. M. To 6 P. M.
companies. He may join a naFRIDAYS end SATURDAYS
VI A. M. To II P. M. 1 tional or international accounting firm which sends its CPAs
SUNDAYS Afternoons
_...1 P. M. To 6 P. M.
into different localities to handle
auditing duties of various types
of companies. This promises wide
Located-1 mile from South Fulton City Limits
travel, association with many
On Martin Highway
people, and the handling of new
and exciting types of financial
problems—both as analyst and
consultant. It can lead eventually to a partnership or the forming of one's own firm.
A corporate accountant may
become a company finance officer, comptroller or treasurer. He
may become the company's advisor on important financial matters and take part in the planning of future operations.
A government accountant may
specialize in a number of fields:

more analytical training than
previously. Ability in computer
processing of financial data is
stressed. With such training the
accountant is able to offer valuable service to his company,
translating figures into production and marketing facts essential to profitable planning.
Modern marketing requires
this skill. Many decisions often
depend on the interpretation of
computer data, and the skilled
accountant is the one man in
the company qualified to supply it.
High school preparation for
a career in accounting should
stress English, the basic sciences, history, mathematics,and
above all, courses which help
the person communicate, to
speak fluently and to write clearly. The man who rises rapidly
today is often the man who
has mastered communicating
skills
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The oldest (1880) steam
Merry-Go-Round in the United
States still takes "big" kids as
well as little kids for a 5c ride on
summer Sundays at the Harold
Warp Pioneer Village at Minden,
Nebraska, Thia 1880 Armitage
Hershel] was found in a barn in
1955 and was fully restored by
Harold Warp who founded the
Pioneer Village. The original
pegged music box still plays
tunes as the animals go round
and round. Early merry-gorounds had roosters, pigs, giraffes,
as well as horses but little tots
were afraid of the others, so
horses finally were the animal
used.

/

/

/

formerly of Margie's Beauty Shop. is now in

her

new location.

Mossie's Beauty Shop

BROADWAY SOUTH FULTON

513 Oliver Drive

Across from the South Fulton City Hall

South Fulton. Tenn.

Call 479-1972 for appointment

s
,

When
making
children's
clothes, for both boys and girls,
you will find it more practical to
doublesew all seams. It is ger.
prising how much longer this
makes children's clothes wear,

Glove tanned, British seam moccasin toe
blucher, full glove leather lined and covered
sponge rubber insole, arch lift, steel shank,
22 Iron Neoprene crepe sole and heel
B, C, D WIDTHS

For Feet's Sfilce Buy Your Shoes
At A Shoe Store
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PIONEERING

MOSSIE THORPE,

Clyde Fields CITGO Station

Answer: Hay fever if severe, or
if not controllable by antihistamines or by desensitization, or
both will disqualify you for military service under currentarmed
forces standards of acceptability.
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Full line of tires, batteries
All brands and grades of oil

Question: Our family doctor has
referred me to a specialist for
treatment of severe hay fever.
Will I be inducted?
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This kind of high school education opens the way to a
successful college career and begins the development of those
inner qualities most desired by
employers.

I Have Moved To CITGO
In South Fulton!

INTRODUCTORY
SPECIAL:

Answer: The present Selective
Service Act places restrictions on
graduate training. However, any
registrant who has completed one
year in law school is eligible for
continuation of his II -S student
deferment for a period of two additional years or until he receives
his professional degree, whichever occurs first provided he reenters school in the fall of 1967.
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IC, GM Agree
On A Merger
MOBILE, Ala.
— (kill,
Mobile & Ohio and Mlnots Central railroads announced Monday that an agreement has been
reached on basic terms of a
proposed merger of the two
lines.
The joint announcement said
a stock exchange ratio between
the two carriers was approved
by their respective executive
committees. The agreement Is
subject to approval of directors
and stockholders of both.
Terms of 'he stock exchange
agreement provided for the
holders of each outstanding
share of GM&O common stock
to receive .75 share of a new
Illinois Central industries $6 cu.
mutative preferred, a full share
of which is convertible Into
three shygs of Illinois Central
Industrial common.
Illinois Central Industries Is
the parent company of Illinois

#
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The announcement said this in
effect provides an exchange ra.
hoof 2,25 shares of Illinois Cers.
tral Industries common stock
of
for each share
GM&O

LB

ROAST5""t-Es'
STEW""""a 79c

COMITIOR.

The two roads share the same
general area, particularly in the
South. GM&O, headquartered at
Mobile, operates In Alabama,
Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Missouri and Ten.
nessee.
Illinois Central, with head.
quarters in Chicago, operates in
those seven states and also in
Arkansas, Indiana, Iowa, Min.
nesota, Nebraska, South Dakota

10

itamdrungeA,
41/4 3Lea:*

and wisconsin.
Studies of a proposed merger
of the two lines have been con.
ducted off and on since 1962.

Two Towns Get
Housing Loans
— Two
WASHINGTON
Kentucky cities are receiving
federal loans to plan low rent
housing projects. The Department of Housing and Urban Development said Thursday a $4,500 loan would go to Mount
Vernon for 30 homes and S30,000 to Richmond for 200 homes.
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Legal Reefs for
the Boatman
To be properly equipped, today's

LB

BAccosi

fmotortioat enthusiast needs more

than just the motor, the boat, and
suntan lotion.
He also needs liability insurance.
For one of the unhappy side effects

of the boom in pleasure boating
has been a sharp increase in damage claims by the victims of accidents.
The rules of liability in case of a
boating accident are complicated
by jurisdictional conflicts between
state and federal gosernment. and
by historical conflicts between common and maritime law.
Still, by and large, liability rests
on the basic principle of "due care,"

OP. 0owi
CLA
E t.4
c;2

FLOURGAL2%"ft",c-57 41q9 SALMO
BLEACH
Just as it does in the case of an
auto accident.

For example: when a guest fell
overboard from a motorboat, the
owner was held liable for failing to
operate the boat with due care. The
court pointed out that he had made
a sudden, sharp turn without regard
for the guest's precarious perch on
the gunwale.
Care is due not only to guests on
board but also to occupants of other
boats and to bathers in the water.
Thus, a boatman was held liable
for striking a swimmer, as a result
of steering too close to a diving
platform near the shore of a lake.
Of course, some risk is inherent
in the very nature of the sport. For
such danger, the boatman is not
legally responsible.
In one case, two huge waves,
arising suddenly in a calm sea,
capsized a small fishing craft. A
passenger was thrown into the
water and cut by the propeller.
But when he claimed damages
later from the owner of the boat,
the court turned him down. The
judge said that such a freakish accident could not fairly be blamed
upon the person operating the boat.
Furthermore, in weighing a
claim, the court will take into account the victim's own behavior.
For instance:
A somewhat inebriated passenger
insisted on remaining in a dangerous position, clinging to an iron
post, despite repeated warnings.
When he let go of the post, he fell
into the water and was drowned.
His heirs filed suit for damages,
but to no avail. The court said this
tragedy was the pure and simple
product of the victim's own foolish
bravado.
An American Bar Assoc:lotion public service feature by Will Bernard.
i 1967 American Bar Association
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Fulton, Ky.

Sen. Cooper Plans To Retire

TWO
MINUTES
tiro riff

In 1972, Newspaper Reports
WASHINGTON
— Sen.
John Sherman Cooper', R-Ky.,
plans to retire after he finishes
his present term in 1972, The
Courier-Journal said in its Sunday morning editions.
"It (the Senate) deals primarily with your capacity for
usefulness," Cooper was quoted
in an interview with CourierJournal writer William Grlder.
"It can be said that a person
who is 71, which I will be when
my term ends, because of his
experience and judgment, might
still be of greater value than one
who has not had that experience.
"But there are always new
men coming up, with new ideas
and new capacities and abilities.
No one can say that they cannot
do better in their time than an
alder man can do," Cooper said.

Cooper, 66, has spvnt 15 years
in the Senate. Grider referred to
him as "currently the most popular political figure in Kentucky."
"I have the greatest admiration and feeling for young people," Cooper said. "... I think
I've always kept in pretty close
touch with them. Young people,
I think, have always supported
roe in my campaigns."
Cooper said that he hopes to
take the remaining five years of
his term and "take as much
time, practically my whole time,
working here on the legislation,
more fully than I ever have before."
Cooper entered.statewide pol1911, when
itics in Kentucky
he ran unsuccessfully for governor. He won a special election
to the U.S. Senate in 1946 to fill

Sprabery-Crider Vows
Said In South Fulton
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Sprabery
of South Fulton are today announcing the marriage of their
daughter, Melody Brundige to
Richard Crider, son of Mrs. H.
L. Crider and the late Mr. Crider of Huntingdon, Tenn.
The wedding was scdemnized
at South Fulton Methodist Church
on Saturday afternoon, Sept. 9,
at 2 o'clock.
The Rev. Danny Underwood,
pastor of the church, bfficiated
at the double-ring ceremony.
Mrs. Mavis Parker, organist,
presented a program of nuptial
MUSIC.

The vows were exchanged before an altar decorated with
tapered candelabra and baskets
of white gladioli.
The bride was given in marriage by her step-father. She
chose a street-length dress of
white lace over slipper satin.
Her tiered shoulder-length veil
was attached to a bow headband of matching lace. She carried a white Bible topped with
a white orchid and ribbon
streamers, tied in love knots.
Miss Jo Nell Bellew was the
bride's only attendant. She wore
blue chiffon over blue and carried a hand bouquet of carnations.
Gary Rash of Memphis served
as best man to the groom. Russell Crider of Memphis, nephew
of the groom, and David Long
served as ushers.
The mother of the bride wore
a pale green lace dress with
beige accessories. Her corsage
was bronze cymbidium orchids.
The mother of the groom wore
a two-piece blue dress with a
matching feather hat and a
white cymbidium orchid corsage.
Following the ceremony a receptIm was held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Johnson,
cousins of the bride. Cake and
punch were served from a table,
overlaid with lace over a yellow
cloth and centered with an arrangement of yellow pompons
and yellow net, flanked by yellow candles in silver holders.
The three-tiered white wedding
cake was served by Mrs. James
Crawford of Grenada, Miss.,
Kansas City
undertaker Mmon B. Strowger made one
of the greatest
contributions
to the nation's
telephone industry. For
business reasons
in 1889,
—7
he decided to
eliminate the telephone operator
and he invented the first crude
dial system. It took 50 years for
the dial telephone to become
popular. One of the largest collections of vintage independent
makes of telephones is on display
at the Harold Warp Pioneer
Village at Minden, Nebraska.
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who is a step-sister of the bride,
and punch was served by Miss
Greta Crider of Memphis, niece
of the groom.
The couple left after the reception for a short honeymoon
and are now at home in Memphis.
Out-of-town guests attending
the wedding were Miss Marsha
Wright, Mrs. H. L Crider, Mr.
and Mrs. R. D. Crider, Bill
llimer, Mr. and Mrs. H. D.
Crider, Russell and Greta Crider, all of Memphis, Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Rash, West Memphis, Ark., Mr. and Mrs. James
Crawford and children, David,
Leslie and Scott, of Grenada.
Miss., and Mr. and Mrs. E. I.
Brundige of Martin, grandparents of the bride.

— It
LUBBOCK, Tex.
took 1,03314 books of trading
stamps, collected by social club
members at Lubbock Christian
College to furnish supplies for
six cottages at the Children's
Home of Lubbock. Stamps of all
descriptions were collected from
10 different states. In previous
campaigns, stamps were used to
purchase living room furniture,
electrical appliances, pictures
and radios.

BIBLE

FORGIVEN
"We have ... the forgiveness of
sins, according to the riches of His
grace" (Eph. 1:7).
The climax of Paul's first recorded mention is reached in Verses
38 and 39 of Acts 13, where he declares:
"Re it known unto you therefore,
men_and brethren, that through
this Man is preached unto you the
forgiveness of sins:
"And by Him all that believe are
justified from all things, from
which ye could not be justified bi
the law of Moses."
Thus God. rhrough Christ. first
forgives anti thereupon justifies
those who believe. Nor is this all
that was accomplished for us by
the death of Christ at Calvary.
There is also reconciliation, baptism by the Spirit into Christ and
His Body, a position at God's right
hand in the heavenlies and all spit-.
itual blessings there.
"The forgiveness of sins". must

Journalism Program
The Department of the Army has announced the Fiscal
Year 1969 Senior Officer
Civil Schooling Program in
Communications and Journalism of the Office Chief of
Army Information. '
Applicants must be Regular Army officers in the
grade of colonel or be lieutenant colonels who have
been selected for promotion
to colonel.
A maximum of five officers
will he selected competitively to attend a graduate
school program which will
lead to a master's degree in
communications or journalism.
Forty-one officers have
participated in the program
which began in 1958.
More information regarding application criteria can
be found in DA Circular
350-54.

Stumps Unlimited

BY CORNILIUS R. STAM
PRES.
URIAN 11115 SOCIETY
CHICAGO, ILUNOIS 60633

out the two remaining years of
A. B. Chandler's term after
Chandler resigned to become
baseball commissioner.
Cooper was defeated for election to a full term in 1948 but
ran successfully in 1952 to fill
the two years left in the term
of the man who defeated him in
1948 — Virgil Chapman, who
died.
The late Alben Barkley defeated Cooper In 1954 when Cooper
ran for a full term. When Barkley died in 1956, Cooper won
election to the Senate, again to
fill out the remaining years of
the term.
In 1960 he was elected to the
first full term in his own right
and in 1966 he was re-elected—
by one of the greatest margins
In Kentucky political history.

come first, however, and the above
passage assures us that in Christ we
have this—not barely. but "according to the riches of His grace." Indeed. the next verse continues:
"wherein He hath abounded toward us. . ."
Thus Eph. 2:2-7 declares that
though we were "the children of
disobedience," and therefore "by
nature the children of wrath."
"God, who is rich in mercy, for His
great love wherewith He loved us"
has given us life and raised us
from the dead, exalting us to
"heavenly places in Christ...."
The reason for all this) "That
in the ages to come He might show
the exceeding riches of His grace
in His kindness toward us in Christ
Jesus" (Verse y).
When God forgives us He no
longer sees us in our poor selves,
but in Christ, who took our place,
dying for our sins on Caliary's
cross.
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What will the next 26 years
bring'? In 1925, the advent of
movies all but
killed the legitimate theatre.
In 1950, television supplanted movies
Vintage
1975'??'?
popularity. In
movie equipment as well as early
television sets are among the
30,000 items that show HOW
A M ERICA GREW at the Harold
Warp Pioneer Village at Minden,
in south central Nebraska.
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Linda L. Cardwell, Ronnie Mack
Allen Married In Fulton
mented by white satin roses.
Mrs. Harry Moss Latta presented a program of nuptial
organ music.
The bride was given in marriage by her father. She chose
for her wedding a street-length
gown of white peau de sole designed with straight lines with
a portrait neckline and wristlength sleeves of imported lace.
Her shoulder length veil of silk
illusion fell from bows of velvet.
Her only jewelry was cultured
pearls, a gift of the groom. She
carried a cascade bauquet with
two phalaenopsis orchids and
white glamelias with white satin
interspersed with pearls, rhinestones, and puffs of tulle.
Miss Martha Kaye Hemphill
was the bride's maid of honor
and only attendant. She wore an
autumn green dress of slipper
satin with identical neckline and
tapered wrist-length sleeves with
bell skirt and matching shoes.
Her headpiece was a dainty
circlet veil. She carried a
colonial bouquet of gold pompons
interspersed with puffs of moss
green tulle and talisman satin
streamers.
Alan Scott Cardwell, brother
of the bride, served as best man
and Randy Humphrey of Greenfield, Tenn., served as usher.
For her daughter's wedding,

FULTON, Ky.
— On
Sunday, Sept. 24, at 2;30 p.m.
in the parlor of First Baptist
Church, Miss Linda Lucille Cardwell was married to Ronnie
Mack Allen.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Louis (Jake) Cardwell of South Fulton Rt. 5, Tenn.,
and the groom's parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Malcolm R. Allen of
Greenfield, Tenn.
The Rev. James W. Best,
pastor of the church, officiated
at the impressive double-ring
ceremony. The vows were exchanged in front of the marble
fireplac e. The mantle was
centered with a sprawling artistic arrangement of white gladioli
and pompons with jade. Flanked
on either side were burning
white cathedral tapers in brass
branched candelabra, comple-

Miss Bennett Bride Of Mitchell

CLASSIFIED
WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS looking for real estate in this area. If
you want to sell property, call or
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
Tennessee; phone 479-2651.
CERTIFIED AND. UNCERTIFIED SEED WHEAT. Complete fertilizer service. Southern States Fulton (70-Operative, phone 479-2352.
HELP WANTED MALE OR
FEMALE
RAWLEIGH dealer wanted at
once. Good opportunity in --Fulton
Co. or City of Fulton. Experience
unnecessary. Write Rayleigh, Dept
NYJ-1071I-l05, Freport, Illinois 61032

FULTON, Ky., Oct. 4 — Mr.
and Mrs. Boone Bennett of Water Valley are today announcing
the marriage of their daughter,
Danna, to Vyron Mitchell Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Vyron
Mitchell of Fulton.
The wedding was solemnized
recently at Second Baptist

Church in Millington, Tenn.,
with the pastor, the Rev. Sam
Parks Jr., officiating.
The bride is a senior at Murray State University, where she
is working toward a BS degree
in education, and the groom is
an employe of Memphis Commercial Appeal.

New Enemy-Brown Recluse

MAN OR WOMAN

WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Fulton
Phone 472-3421
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Out-of-town friends attending
the wedding were Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Forrest and Miss Patty
Howell of Whitehaven, Tenn.;
Mrs. Doc Prince, Mrs. Macon
Crone, Wayne Francis, Miss
June Allen, Miss Wanda Allen
and Al Taylor of Dyersburg;
Mrs. R. E. Wagster of Union
City, Tenn.; Mrs. Gary L. Goston, Mr. and Mrs. James Scales,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hatcher,
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Humphrey,
Mr. and Mrs. William Allen and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Zerul
Clark, Jan and Susan, and Mr.
and Mrs. John Swindell, Ronnie
and Tammye all of Greenfield,
Tenn.

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, October 14, at the home place of
the late W. C. Melton, located one-quarter mile
south of Dukedom, Tennessee, on the DukedomLatham Highway, beginning at 10 a. m.
ENTIRE HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN
FURNITURE
Personal property of the late W.C. and Jewell
Melton

Col.C.W.Burrow,Auctioneer

THE NEXT TIME YOU
SIT NEXT TO SOMEONE
READING THE NEWS,
BORROW IV

Don't Fool With The 'Fiddler'

Reliable person from this area to
service and collect from automatic
dispensers. No experience needed
. we establish accounts for you.
Car, references and S550.00 to $1785.00 cash capital necessary. 4 to 12
hours weekly nets excellent monthincome. Full time more. For local interview, write Eagle Industries, 4725 Excelsior Blvd., St. Louis
lark, Minnesota 55416

$29.93
BrAntl New Club Chair
Odd 2-piece living room
suites,
$10 up
New 3-piece Oak finish
bedroom suit,
$129.88
Lamp tables
$7.50 each
Dieing room suite
$15.00
Coffee table
$7.50
Coffee table
$5.00
Living room chair
$19.95
TV
$10.00
Refrigerators,
$15 and up
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Apartment•size electric steve,
like new,
$90.00
Come in and browse around; wit
have lots of bargains not advertised,

Mrs. Cardwell chose a beige
lace knit with matching jacket.
She wore a small hat of brown
mink accented with sheer veiling. Her shoes were a brown
and she carried a small beaded
bag. She wore a corsage of
brown cymbidium orchids.
Mrs. Allen, mother of the
groom, was attired in a teal
blue double knit and matching
jacket. She wore a small feathered hat of the same color with
harmonizing accessories. Her
corsage was of white cymbidium
orchids.
Mrs. Ethel Scott, grandmother
of the bride, wore a gold crepe
with black accessories and a corsage of white carnations.
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was held.
The table was overlaid with a
white damask cloth edged with
deep oriental lace. The threetiered wedding cake which was
separated by swan colonnades
was adorned with a miniature
bride and groom, wedding bells
and lilies of the valley. White
tapers burned in crystal candelabras The bride's bouquet
added beauty to the table as
she received the guests.
Miss June Allen of Dyersburg,
Tenn. and Mrs. Ernest B. Cardwell served the punch and cake.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
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Assisting with the reception
were Mrs. Henry Forrest of
Whitehaven, Tenn., Mrs. DeWitt
Ramsey and Mrs. J. A. Hemphill.
Miss Patty Howell of Whitehaven presided at the register,
which held an arrangement of
white lilies and greenery.
Following the reception the
bride and groom left for a short
wedding trip. For traveling the
bride wore a brown imported
cotton with matching lace trim
and matching accessories. She
wore the orchids from her bridal
bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen are now
at home at Dyersburg.

FOUND IN PURCHASE—The black-and-white drawing is
of the brown recluse spider (Ioxoeceles reclusa) now found
in some areas of Kentucky. It is a particularly dangerous
spider because of the after-effects of its bite. The spider
Is from three-eighths to a half inch in size (legs and body),
likes dark places, and is a tan to chocolate color. On Its
back Is a black mark closely resembling a violin. (UK Cooperative Extension Service drawing by H. M. Chapman,
staff artist).
This might sound impossible—but at least seven of the
eight Jackson Purchase counties have a brand new, previously unheard-of problem.
It is a spider—a brown recluse spider—which has the
scientific name of loxosceles reclusa.
The spider is possibly more dangerous than the infamous
Black Widow. Its venom is strong enough, scientists at University of Kentucky say, to perhaps kill a baby or a small
child.
So far the spider has been found in Carlisle, Ballard, Calloway, Fulton, Graves, Marshall and McCracken counties.
This leaves Hickman out of the loser's circle.
The spider—from three-eighths to a half-inch in size (legs
and body) and tan to chocolate brown in color—also has been
found in Butler, Logan, Allen, Warren and Simpson—all just
east of the Purchase.
The spider likes dark, dry places.
"Your chances of getting bitten are slight unless you go
poking about dark corners, sills, crevices or in dark, dry
places like closets and attics," said Dr. Lee Townsend, U of K
entomologist.
If you get a chance to take a close look at the spider
you'll recognize it by a dark brown or black mark shaped
like a violin and appearing on its back.
This marking has earned the spider the nickname of
"fiddler."
The brown recluse has been known in some midwestern
states and in a few southern states but has not been identified
in Kentucky until recently.
"Why he's suddenly turned up, we don't know," said Dr.
Townsend.
A bite from a "fiddler" may have serious after-effects
even for grown-ups. Areas around the bite from the "brown
recluse" blister. Flesh may break down and a type of gangrene may set in.
The "fiddler" is very shy of light.
BILLBOARDS
The Highway Beautification
Act of 1965 has been returned
to Congress for revision. The
act requires removal of billboards and junkyards along
268,000 miles of federally aided
interstate and primary highways,
except certain zones, starting
in 1970.

BEEF AND DAIRY CALVES FROM TWO TO
TWELVE WEEKS OLD, delivered directly to you
on approval. Delivery ten days after order.
Top quality Wisconsin Holstein heifer calves
that will develop into big cows and high milk producers.
Holstein bull calves that will grow into choice
Holstein beef steers, which are in big demand.
Also Black Angus, Guernsey and Brown Swiss
calves availeble. both sexes.
For information on prices and weights call or
write DON THEIS, PINE GROVE STOCK FARM,
ROUTE 3, SHAWANO, WISCONSIN 54166, phone
715-526-4380, or Bob Coltharp, Mayfield, Ky. phone
502-328-4450.
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Fulton, Ky.

WHOLE

difil

FRYERS

SMOKED

CHICKEN GRADE A

LEGS
NICE LEAN CENTER CUT
PORK CHOPS
PORK CHOPS

END CUTS
LOIN CUT
PORK CHOPS
U.S.CHOICE CORN FED
E
HAND PICKD

RIB
STEAK

BREAST
CHICKEN GRADE A
THIGHS

79cBoneless
Stew Beef)
[LB.

Joitinc

Lgief
REELFOOT BUTT PORTION

lb. 59c SMOKED HAMS
CENTER SLICES
lb. 59c HAM
GRADE
BREAKFAST
lb. $1.09 IKET STEW
CHOPS
TENDER
NICE LEAN PORK
lb. 99c SIT RIBS
TENDERLOIN
TENDER
lb. 99c MINUTE STEAKS lb. $1.19 PORK STEAK

lb. 29c
lb. 49c
lb. 89c
lb. 69c

FRYERS

Portion

REELFOOT WHOLE

CHICKEN GRADE A

GRADE A CUT-UP

Shank

REELFOOT

c HAMS

Grade "A"
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lb. 59c
lb. 65c SMOKED HAMS
SLICED BONELESS
lb. $1.39
lb. 99c HAM
SLICED
lb. 59c
lb. 39c SLAB BACON,
REELFOOT or KREY PURE PORK
2 lbs. 89c
lb. 45c SAUSAGE
REELFOOT

16-oz. 59c

lb. 65c FRANKS

FRESH LEAN PORK

Al
i 11

BOSTON
BUTTS

LB

LB.'''.
Limit

49c SUGAR
COFFEE
8
3
EGGS
TISSUE

1

Please

Please

GRADE
Limit 3 Please
A
MEDIUM

Limit I Please

MISS GEORGIA 2 1-2 SIZE

PORK and BEANS 3for 25c LARD
RADIANCE ROSE
25 LB. BAGS
$1.99 FLOUR
ROSE DOG FOOD

4"49c
VEL 10-oz. FREE GT.SIZE

4 for $1.00 LIQUID DETERGENT 59c
4 lb. 59c PEACHES
PURE HOME MADE
HUNGRY JACK
10 lbs. 89c PANCAKE MIX 2lb.box 39c SORGHUM
1-2 Gal. $1.39

69c
GREATN.BEANS 4 Lbs49c SALMON
46 GE.
00
DR I NK 4c11.
fiE01111ENING 1-2459c
s 3for 89c
LETTUCE
POTATOESu s"IRED10Lbs39c 'GRAPES
COCA-COLA 3CARTONS
PEPSI-COLA
16-oz.
Can

PINK

-oz.

LIBBY'S 303 SIZE

10 PACK

2 LB.BAG FROZEN

CHILI with BEANS 3for $1.00 CANDY BARS
303 Size
MORTON'S FROZEN
Green Giant French Style
2for 49c CREAM PIES
GREEN BEANS

35c FRENCH FRIES
29c SPRAY STARCH 15-oz. 39c
SCHOOL DAY
MAXWELL HOUSE 10-0Z. JAR
each 29c PEAS No.3 303cans5for $1.00 INSTANT COFFEE
$1.29

EA
-01415C

RED. WHITE BLUE

19C

LB.

REG. or
KING SIZE

We Reserve The Right To Limit Ouanties
None Sold To Dealers

$100

Plus
Deposit on
Bottles

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
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excellence every year it has been
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Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky

But the experience has a modicum of value. It
proves conclusively what my Public Opinion professor means when he says . .."when anybody says
that EVERYBODY'S TALKING about an issue or
two, pooh-pooh the idea, because everybody doesn't
talk to every body every day, or every week, or
every year."
I had thought that EVERYBODY had made up
their own opinions about an old lady going to college, and here I find out that even my banker
friends didn't know. And they're not knowing I'll
just go on buying books, til I overdraw all out of reason.
So take care of lil ole me, will you Linda?
There's a little bit of Kentucky, and the ole
home-town, just everywhere you go. Fortunately
for me, here at Vanderbilt University it seems more
SO.

Knowing that there are people around that you
know and can call on if the need arises is an extremely comforting thought. But seeing them frequently is about as much as you can ask for, especially if you're away from the old familiar places and
people.
Today, Tuesday, I had cordial little chats with
Steve Green and Steve Jones. I first ran into Steve
Green as he was leaving his English class last week
on the third floor of Calhoun Hall, where I have a
Political Inquiry class each Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday at nine. Last week Steve was leaving his
eight o'clock English class when he spied me sitting
on the couch outside of my class-room door, where I
was doing a quick going over my assigned reading
for the class.
"Hello, Mrs. Westpheling," he said smiling
seefrom ear to ear, as I did also immediately upon
around
tarry
I
class,
that
ing him. Now when I go to
an
to get a little visit with that blonde, All-Americ
Steve
(Tuesday)
morning
looking college lad. This
Eucame by to say 'liello" while I was talking with
gene Harold of Mayfield, who is in my American
History class.
I introduced Steve to Eugene, whereupon
Steve asked about mutual acquaintances in Mayfield and about the Starr family (I think)from Mayfield, who are related to the Greens.
Last week also, I was strolling along the campin the
us in mid-afternoon after a long study session
expanse
lovely
that
across
gcience Center. Looking
studiof foliage and stately buildings I saw this tall,
thought:
I
and
me
ous-looking lad walking towards
"That must be the other Steve!" Indeed it was,
LiSteve Jones, going into the Joint University
poring
hours
endless
spends
also
brary where he
over his studies.
And so today (Tuesday) as I left the library, afreadter five continuous hours of catching up on my
Festithe
during
missed
I
that
ing and home-work
val, I heard another cheery:
"Jo, you're really putting in a lot of hours
Jones,
here, aren't you?" It was dear, sweet Steve
I had
that
study
of
area
headed into the comfortable
JUL.
in
just left
In one of my political science classes involved
nine
in the studies of Political Parties there are
(Continued On Page Four)
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For ummor Miss Title Here Saturday

Vanderbilt University—It's good to be back in
academia again after a frenzied week-end in Fulton.
I have never done as much in so little time in many a
day, and that includes Banana Festivals too! I didn't
get to see too many people, and I'm almost glad I
didn't. If the experience I had with Linda Nanney at
the City National Bank happens many more times
I'm going to get plum out-done with the entire system of communications, and that includes personal
contact too.
It was a chilling experience, and you'd better
believe it. I called Linda last Saturday to ask about
my bank balance. I asked if she would give me the
amounts and the identification of the checks I had
. written since I received my bank statement on the
first of the month.
Well, one word brought on another q.nd I said:
"I didn't have my check books with the stubs
on it in Nashville, and I didn't know how many
checks I wrote for books."
That didn't seem to make any great impact on
her thinking and she went on recounting the
checks . .."Vanderbilt Book Store $20; Vanderbilt
Book Store $12.50; Vanderbilt Book Store, etc."
(Oh, the prices of these books!)
Finally I said; "Buying books at this rate I
won't have lunch money by Thanksgiving."
Whereupon she asked: "What are you doing
buying all those books at Vanderbilt."
Then I told her! She hadn't heard about the
Fellowship; hadn't missed me; and after that I just
didn't have the heart to ask her what she thought
about me going to college.
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Next Saturday, October 21, at 8:00 p. m., sixteen attractive high school senior girls will gather in Carr
Gymnasium to compete for the title of Fulton County Obion County Junior Miss.
The pageant is being sponsored by the Fulton Jaycees and Ronald Laird heads the committee in charge.
Both a Tennessee and a Kentucky winner will be
chosen, with each attending her respective State Pageant. Also, the girl who attains the most over-all judges'
points will win the title of Fulton County-Obion County
Junior Miss,
The program will be under the
able direction of Joe Sanders of
Fulton. Master of Ceremonies will
be Vince Genovese of Paducah. Mr
Genovese has had quite a bit of experience with pageants, having
produced and directed the Miss
Paducah Contest.
Admission to the program is only
$1.00 per person and a large crowd
is expected, according to a Jaycee
The Episcopal Bishops, the Rt. Rev. C. Alfred Voegell, exiled Bishop of spokesman. The local Junior Miss
has grown in popularity
Haiti; and the Rt. Rev. C. Gresham Marm:on, Bishop of the Diocese of Pageant
each year and this one promises
Kentucky, discuss their forthcoming tour o: the Kentucky D.ocese.
to be the best ever.

Bishops Planning Fulton Visit
On Diocesan Tour Next Week
The Episcopal Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky and the exiled
Bishop of Haiti will meet here Friday, October 27 while on a diocesan-wide tour through the western half of the state. The Rt. Rev.
C. Gresham Marmion, Bishop of
Kentucky, commenting on his tour
with the Rt. Rev. C. Alfred Voegeli, Bishop of Haiti, said, "We
want to inform every member of
the Diocese about the work of the
Church in the world and in this
Diocese and enlist their enthusiasm and support in this program."

arrive in the Purchase Friday,
October 27 with a breakfast at
Murray, followed by a lunch by the
Bishop's Committees of Fulton,
Hickman and Mayfield. an evening
dinner at Paducah and a congregational meeting with the Fulton,
Mayfield, Hickman, Paducah and
Murray congregations will complete the day.

The girls will be judged by a
panel of three out-of-town judges
on several different categories, including poise and appearance,
youth fitness, talent, and academics. Contestants are from Fulton
High School, South Fulton High,
Fulton County High, and Union
City High. They are:
From Fulton High - Ruth Ann

The Kentucky Diocese has entered a "companion relationship" with
Haiti, which has already fostered
exchange visits by each Bishop to
the other's diocese. Kentucky Episin
copalians have made financial gifts
A Diocesan tour beginning
Louisville Sunday, October 22 will to the church of Haiti for the rebuilding of chuirches and schools
ravaged by hurricanes during the
past two seagons. Two Haitian
children were recently treated in
Louisville: one an open heart surgery ease.

Services Held For
Dresden Soldier,
Killed In Vietnam

A Weakley County soldier killed
in action in South Vietnam was
buried with miiltary honors near
Dresden Monday.
Services for Spec. 4 John Edward
Davis, killed on Oct. 10, were held
at 3 p. m. at the Hodges Chapel
Baptist Church. Burial followed in
Little Zion Cemetery with Bowlin
Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
The 21-year-old soldier was serving with the Army's First Air Cavalry Division when he was killed.
He had been in Vietnam for two
months.
He was a lifelong resident of
Weakley County and was graduated
from Palmersville High School. He
was a member of the Hodges
Chapel Baptist Church.
Survivors include his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene B. Davis, and
a brother, Joseph T. Davis, all of
near Dresden.

Prison Terms For
Arson Drawn
By Calloway Men

Barnette, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. 1'. Burnette; Carrie Lee Campbell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Campbell; Rita Craven,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harlan
Craven;
From South Fulton High - Teresa
Fields, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Fields; Phyllis Blackwell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. V. L.
Blackwell; Dana Puckett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett,
Jr.; Barbara Cook, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Cook;
From Fulton County High Sheila DeMyer, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Scott DeMyer; Twana Jo
Hammock, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bruce Hammock; Fonda
Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Adams; Diane Elaine
Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul S. Jones; Claudia Glover,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gaither
Glover;
From Union City High - Patsy
Fry, daughter of Mis. Carl Fry;

Ann McAdoo, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James H. McAdoo; Vickia
Crutcher, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J H. Crutcher: Gail Crowder, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
(.'rowder.

Colorful Autumn
Ushers In Another
Hunting Season
Colorful autumn in Kentucky
ushers in the fall hunting season.
It's a time of year anxiously awaited by sportsmen who have been
cleaning and oiling guns, repairing
and repainting waterfowl decoys,
runnnig sleek dogs and doing countless scores of other things associated with the fine art of hunting.

Actually, some hunters have been
in the woods since Aug. 12, the first
day of squirrel season which continues through Oct. 31. A second
season on squirrels is set for Dec.
1-31.
Dove hunters have been busy
since Sept. 1, another two-part season. The first portion closes Oct. 31
and then reopens Dec. 1 and continues through Dec. 9.
Other statewide seasons are:
bit, quail and furbearers,,Nov. 16Jan 31; geese, Nov. 6-Jan. 14;
ducks, Nov. 294n. 7, and ruffed
grouse, Mc. 1.- Feb. 28.
A limited "(gun) hunting season
for deer.in 78 counties has been set
for Nov. 8-12 with limited seasons
in four other counties.
Complete information on the 196768 Kentucky hunting season including dates, places, daily bag limits,
possession limits, special wildlife
The second annual Obion County management areas open to hunting,
United Fund drive began this week, firearms and regulations and license fees may be obtained from
with a $35,000 goal set.
Soliciting in South Fulton is in local county court clerks offices,
charge of Floyd Martin and Albert where hunting licenses are on sale.
Published by the Kentucky DeJohnson, assisted by John Reeks,
Joe Byrd, James Robey, and J. U. partment of Fish and Wildlife Resources, the digest also contains inMcKendree.
A house-to-house canvass in formation about a limited turkey
South Fulton will be made Sunday season next spring, a pioneer weaSeptember 22 by the South Fulton pons season and a deer season for
archers.
PTA.

United Fund Drive
On In South Fulton

A pair of Calloway County men,
arrested October 2 for possession of
stolen property, were sentenced to
prison terms Friday at Murray on
arson charges involving 14 cases
of burning and looting in a fivecounty area of Western Kentucky
and Tennessee this year.
Included in the arson charges
was the house occupied by Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Cochran on the Holland
farm northwest of Fulton, partially
destroyed by fire earlier this summer. Looting before the fire netted
the pair two guns, two watches and
other possessions of the Cochrans,
who were away on vacation at the
The Mississippi River Area De- time. One gun and one watch were
velopment Council, Inc. announces recovered later.
An interesting program on "Student Government"
Isaac Tinsley was sentenced to
the following schedule for Mr. William K. Edelen, Job Corps Repre- two years on each of 14 counts, organizaTion and activities at the University of Tennessentive, Louisville, Kentucky., who with Circuit Judge Richard Peek see, Martin, was presented to the Fulton Rotary Club
will be in the following locations on ruling that he must serve 14 years.
Tuesday by P. D. Blaylock, President of the SGA at
Ora Wyatt, indicted on six counts
the given dates:
and
Martin.
breaking
of
Ballard County - Wickliffe, Oct. of arson and seven
entering, was sentenced to 26
18, 8:30 - 12:00.
Blaylock is the son of Mr. and
Carlisle County - Bardwell, Oct. years, 14 mandatory.
Mrs. Paul Blaylock, South Fulton, leadership," adding that it is dividpawnshop,
Paducah
a
sale
to
A
18, 1:00 - 5:00.
ed into legislative, executive and
one and a senior at UTM.
Hickman County - Clinton, Octo- later identified as stolen from
their
to
led
homes,
The speaker praised the system judicial branches on the campus.
burned
the
of
ber 19, 8:30 - 12:00.
Blacklock introduced Steve Davis,
as its operates at UTM, pointing
Fulton County - Hickman, Oct. 19, arrest.
out that it gives students a strong Covington, his Vice-President; Miss
1:00 - 5:00.
voice in their affairs, contributing Mona Vincent, Martin, secretary
DAD'S NITE
Fulton, Ky. October 20, 8:30 The West Fulton PTA and Terry to a feeling of well-being and pride of Finance; and Miss Marilyn
12:00.
C,ounce, Savannah, secretary of Afjoint
All places of meeting will be in Norman PTA will have a
in their school, contributes a spirit fairs.
Thursday
program
Nite"
"Dad's
River
the offices of the Mississippi
He
The program was arranged by
Bus' of harmony witt the faculty.
Area Development, Community Ac- night at 7:30 p. m. Dr. Glynn
labeled SGA arm "foundation for Harold Henderson.
charge.
in
is
hart
tion Offices.

Job Corps Rep.
Coming Oct. 20

P. D. Blaylock Addresses Rotary
On Student Government At UTM

CARVINGS AND PAINTINGS FROM HIS WHEELCHAIR —

Jubie Henderson Has Turned A Handicap Into A Rare Talent
Who won the favorite picture
award at the Banana Festival Art
Exhibit? Why, Jubie Henderson, of
course. Mr. Henderson, known not
only for his paintings, but also for
his bird carvings, won by a resounding 100 votes which plainly
indicates the popularity of the
works of this talented Fulton man.
Mr. Henderson, who had never
painted until he was partially disabled by an attack of rheumatic
fever twelve years ago, has turned
a handicap into a talent that will
surely eventually place him in the
ranks with the great naturalist and
artist, John James Audubon, and
Kentuckian Ray Harm, whose
works are now being acclaimed as
great or greater than that of Audubon.
Born the son of a farmer near
Dukedom, Tennessee, Jubie Henderson has lived most of his life in
Graves, Hickman, and Fulton counties. At the time of his bout with
rheumatic fever in 1945, he owned a
cabinet shop in Hickman where he
designed and built furniture.
Drawing had interested him even
as a child, but he had never done

anything about it other than drawing maps for geography class and
helping others with their maps. He
said he used to wonder how objects
could be drawn so that they didn't
look flat.
When on the spur of the moment
after his illness, he decided to paint,
all there was in the house was
some enamel. There were no
brushes so he called his pet Collie
dog and from the hair of his dog he
devised his first brush. He discovered immediately that the hair
from the stomach of the dog was
best as the hair elsewhere was too
coarse. His first picture was done
from memory and was of a redwing blackbird with cat-tails in the
background. And as he said, the result wasn't very good.
While most of Mr. Henderson's
paintings are of birds, he has done
almost a dozen still life pictures,
some from memory. Nothing of his
is ever a copy, and he has never
had a lesson in either painting or
carving.
The subjects of his bird paintings
are done from memory, from looking at the many books on birds that

:MD GED
31'

now tail and painted with oils, are auhe has in his home, and from the picture of a bob white, which
in the thenic in every way. The legs of the
live birds that he can see from his proudly hangs on the wall
dining room. Mr. Henderson valued birds are made from four strand
window. that he clothesline wire and appear so real
Ile has seen 17 or 18 different the picture at $500, but said
in sell- you could believe they had been cut
kinds of birds in his yard, and fie certainly wasn't interested
from a live bird.
feeds them year round. Last winter ing it.
The smallest bird he has carved
Now twelve years after his illhe fed cantaloup seeds to the redas adept was a pheasant, only 5-8 of an inch
birds, who are especially fond of ness, Jubie Henderson is
wood as he long, perfect in every detail, and
them. lie also fed them corn, which at carving birds out of
on canvas with glued on a toothpick. Its very smallthey will bite into four pieces be- is at placing them
ness resulted in its demise. It was
oil.
fore eating.
In his room he proudly displayed accidently droppA and stepped on.
Paintings of birds, so realistic
A carving of a quail won first
that he now
that you expect them to fly off at the collection of birds
are some thirty place in the Kentucky State Fair,
your approach, hang from the walls has on hand. There
species, ranging from the common and another was first in the old
in almost every room.
uncommon, such as Ken-Tenn Fair. Mr. Henderson has
His landscapes sell from $35 up, sparrow to the
There is a small had displays of his carvings at thti
but he would not put a price on his the brown creeper.
one shelf that Banana Festival and in the Annex
bird paintings at this time. While covey of quail on
hunter almost reach- Building in Frankfort. Recently
all of his works at present are done would have a
before he discovered some of his bird carvings have
in oil, he is considering experi- ing for his gun
they were made of wood. These been placed in the Green Tree, a
menting with acrylics.
from $10 to $35 gift shop at Martin, Tenn. owned
An admirer of Audubon, Mr. birds sell anywhere
by Aaltje Vandenburg, the art teachcarving.
per
his
of
40
or
30
has
Henderson
They are carved from pine or er at UTM.
prints.
Post cards, featuring photographs
which has to be sent
He is also an admirer of Ray sugar pine,
Michigan. At one time of Mr. Henderson's birds, are being
Harm, the two having met when Mr. here from
tried poplar, but sold in the state by the hundreds.
Harm had an exhibit at the Banana Mr. Henderson
This year he had bird carvings on
was too hard for
Festival several years ago. Mr. discovered that it
tools include a pocket display at the State Fair in the
Henderson gave him one of his bird carving. His
State Department booth. They were
and drill.
carvings, and in return Mr. Harm knife, file, sandpaper,
(Continued on Page Fire
The birds, carved in minute desent him a personally autographed
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WHOLE
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FRYERS
FRYERS
CHICKEN GRADE A

LEGS
PORK CHOPS
PORK CHOPS
END CUTS
LOIN CUT
PORK CHOPS

NICE LEAN CENTER CUT

lb. 29c
lb. 49c
lb. 89c
lb. 69c
lb. 99c

SMOKED

Portion

‘
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Jottin

L1,4r

lb. 59c SMOKED HAMS
CENTER SLICES
lb. 59c HAM
GRADE A
BREAKFAST
lb. $1.09 BRISKET STEW
CHOPS
TENDER
NICE LEAN PORK
lb. 99c SHORT RIBS
TENDERLOIN
TENDER
JUICY
PORK STEAK
MINUTE MAKS lb. $1.19
BREAST
CHICKEN GRADE A
THIGHS

lb. 65c
lb. 99c
lb. 39c
lb. 45c
lb. 65c
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REELFOOT BUTT PORTION

REELFOOT WHOLE

CHICKEN GRADE A

GRADE A CUT-UP

Shank

REELFOOT

c HAMS

Grade "A"
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SMOKED HAMS

lb. 59c
lb. $1.39
HAM
SLICED
lb. 59c
SLAB BACON,
REELFOOT or KREY PURE PORK
2 lbs. 89c
SAUSAGE
16-oz. 59c
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MAXWELL HOUSE
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CHARMIN BATHROOM

410490

TISSUE

Limit 3 Please

PORK and BEANS 3for 25c LARD
RADIANCE ROSE
25 LB. BAGS
$1.99 FLOUR
ROSE DOG FOOD

VEL 10-oz. FREE GT.SIZE

MISS GEORGIA 2 1-2 SIZE

REELFOOT PURE

SHOWBOAT NO.1 CANS

just gc
son.

Limit I Please

4 for $1.00 LIQUID DETERGENT 59c
4 lb. 59c PEACHES
PURE HOME MADE
HUNGRY JACK
1-2 Gal. $1.39
10 lbs. 89c PANCAKE MIX 2lb.box 39c SORGHUM

69c
GREATEN.BEANS 4Lbs49c SALMON
46 GE.
00
DRINK 4c11.
1HiblITENING 14459c
CROWN
ANTALOPES 3f 89c
LETTUCE
POTATOESus"IREDIALbs39c !GRAPES
COCA-COLA 3CARTONS
PEPSI-COLA
16-oz.
Can

PINK

-oz.

LIBBY'S 303 SIZE

10 PACK

2 LB.BAG FROZEN

CHILI with BEANS 3for $1.00 CANDY BARS
303 Size
MORTON'S FROZEN
Green Giant French Style
2for 49c CREAM PIES
GREEN BEANS

35c FRENCH FRIES
29c SPRAY STARCH 15-oz. 39c
SCHOOL DAY
MAXWELL HOUSE 10-0Z.JAR
each 29c PEAS No.3 303cans5for $1.00 INSTANT COFFEE
$1.29

EACA415C

RED. WHITE BLUE

19

LB.

REG. or
KING SIZE

We Reserve The Right To Limit Ouanties
None Sold To Dealers

$100

Plus
Deposit on
Bottles

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
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Store Hours I Double Quality
MON — THURS 8-8
Stamps
FRIDAY
— 8-8
On Wednesday
SATURDAY — 8-9

SUNDAY

—

9-7
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